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NSS Report 
Session 2017-18 

DEV SAMAJ COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, SECTOR 36-B, CHANDIGARH 

Dev Samaj College of Education, 36-B, Chandigarh is a privately managed aided 

college by the U.T. Administration, affiliated to Panjab University, Chandigarh. The 

college owes its origin to the foresight and sagacity of its founder Patron Most 

Revered Bhagwan Dev Atma Ji, for promoting women education. The college is 

managed by Dev Samaj Council under the dynamic leadership of Sh. Nirmal Singh 

Ji, the chairman and secretary, Dev Samaj Council. The college takes pride in the 

past, embraces the power of the present and delivers the promise of the future ever 

since its inception in 1981, having completed 37 years of meritorious service to the 

country and to the union territory of Chandigarh in particular, in the field of teacher 

education for women. It aims to produce future teachers with integrated 

personalities, who can prove as an asset in the national reconstruction.  

The college takes pride in the past, embraces the power of the present and delivers 

the promise of the future. It breathes the spirit of selfless service, devotion and 

patriotism. This institution aims to produce future teachers with integrated 

personalities, who can prove as an asset in the national reconstruction. It is the first 

college in the northern India to get recognition by National Council for Teacher 

Education namely NCTE and the National Assessment and Accreditation Council, 

Bangalore (NAAC) has given it the four star status for its excellence in academics 

and professional pursuits. Again it is a matter of great pride that the college has been 

re-accredited (third cycle) with grade „A‟ by NAAC. The college offers three 

programmes. B.Ed. (100 seats), M.Ed. (50 seats) and Post Graduate Diploma in 

Guidance and Counseling (PDG&C- 40 seats).  
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THE NSS UNITS 

The college has been associated with the social service moments since its inception 

(1981). The college has two units of NSS comprising of 100 students volunteers each. 

All B.Ed and M.Ed students are NSS volunteers. In its true sense education is that 

which links us with the society and through which we can understand our 

obligations towards our society. NSS has been made a means for social upliftment. 

For the session 2017-18 the NSS Units of the college has adopted village Buterla of 

Chandigarh as its adopted village. 

The institutional goal is to provide holistic education to prospective teachers and to 

achieve this goal the objectives of the institution envisage values oriented education, 

develop critical capacities, enhance skills and competencies, preserve socio-cultural 

heritage, bring peace and harmony in four kingdoms and to acquaint student 

teachers with the impact of globalization on education. In addition to the existing 

courses prescribed by the Panjab University, Value Education forms a vital part of 

curriculum to make students aware of the teachers' responsibility in improving the 

moral fabric of the society. 

To inculcate the feeling of social responsibility, various clubs have been formed 

which the student joins according to her own interest. The main purpose of these 

clubs is to make student teachers aware regarding social conditions and ways to 

blend them with the main stream. The outdoor clubs are Institute for the Blind, 

Sector 26, Chandigarh, Old Age Home, Sector-15, Chandigarh, Government 

Rehabilitation Institute for Intellectual Disabilities, Sector-31, and Blood Bank 

GMCH, Sector- 32, Chandigarh.  

The institution has also adopted social service clubs that include HamariKaksha, Sai 

Mandir sector-29,Govt. Nursery School, Sector 7-A, Chandigarh andGovt. Middle 

School, Sector 4, Mansa Devi Complex, Panchkula.The college initiated a novel and 

experimental scheme, 'School on the move' on 11th November 2009, to mark the 

National Education Day on the Birth Anniversary of an eminent educationist 

Maulana Abul Kalam Azad. 'School On The Move' is the first of its kind, which is 

built in a bus that is equipped fully just like a classroom with attractive and colorful 
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teaching aids and a blackboard. The aim of this project is to take school to the 

underprivileged sections of the society. The enrolled members comprise of different 

age groups .School on the Move project in the adopted village- Buterla. HONESTY 

CORNER: The Honesty Corner was inaugurated in the campus to sole aim of 

education is to enable the students to make this world a better place to live in. It is 

the endeavor of the Integrity/ Honesty Corner to ignite the spark of integrity and let 

its fragrance spread in the whole world, as integrity is the basis of social harmony 

and action and it fills the objectives: To stand up for what you believe is right, Live 

by your highest values and Being honest with others and yourself.The e-Waste 

Bin:The NSS units of the college in collaboration with environment club of the 

college established e-Waste Bin in the college campus. The e-waste bin were 

provided by the Department of Environment, U.T. Administration Chandigarh to 

the Govt. Schools of Chandigarh free of cost. As a part of environment 

consciousness, the college takes lots of initiatives. The college NSS units promotes 

green awareness in the campus as well as in the surrounding society through staff 

and students. Initiatives taken by the college to make the campus eco-friendly 

include energy conservation, use of solar energy, hazardous waste management and 

e-waste management. Herbal garden is established in the college campus and e-

waste bin in the college campus. 

The college has also become as the first college to start The Wall of Kindness outside 

the college campus  with an aim to spread the feeling of concern and of sharing and 

caring for the under privilege section of the society . The college staff, students and 

even out siders donate the stuff (clothes ,bag, shoes, and other house hold items 

even). The needy take the things from the 'Wall of Kindness'  with full dignity and 

respect. 

Dev Samaj College of education thus, is an educational institution, which stands for 

quality and humanity without compromises. It is an institution of high repute 

having carved a name for itself with achievements of unrivalled standards. But the 

college in the quest of excellence is striving hard to accomplish new heights through 
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expansion of its activities and by enhancing its growth. The institution does not 

intend to rest on its achievements and laurels but constantly work with great zeal 

and enthusiasm to achieve more in pursuit of excellence. 

 

NSS Regular and Special Camp Activities 

(2017-18) 

Motivational Talk on Physical & Sports Activity for Healthy Life by 

Legendary Sh.Kapil Dev (Cricketer) on 05.04.2017 

The NSS units of Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector 36-B, Chandigarh 

organized an interactive cum motivational talk on Physical & Sports Activity  for 

Healthy Life by legendary Padama Shri, Sh.Kapil Dev (Cricketer). The former Indian 

cricket and recipient of Padma Bhushan and Arjuna Award for Cricket as well as 

declared the best cricketer of the century by BCCI. 

In the present time there is lot of competition and where the success leads to 

satisfaction, failure leads to stress. The youth is not able to enjoy a balanced life. He 

is more and more into studies and lack in physical activities and sports participation. 

This leads to  bad status of health either i.e. physical, mental, social, emotional or 

spiritual health.  Shri Kapil Dev motivated the students to take initiates to adopt 

physical exercise into their daily life by giving examples of importance of exercise in 

individual life.  On one hand it was an opportunity to the volunteers to interact with 

such a great personality on other hand to have a inspiration and motivation to adopt 

physical exercise and sports for healthy living. 
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ONE DAY NSS CAMP ON SWACHHTA ON 11.04.2017 

 

The NSS units organized one day NSS camp to mark the cleanliness in the college 

campus. The B.Ed 2nd Year volunteers took part in the camp with a great 

enthusiasm and they cleaned the class rooms, halls, arrangements of Notice Board, 

Staff Room etc. The camp was organized to promote the habit of cleaning the 

environment in which you are living in as well as the sense of responsibility towards 

swachhta made them more aware for the importance of swachhta in our life. The 

camp was organized under the supervision of Dr.Neeru Malik and Ms.Rajbir Kaur, 

NSS Programme Officer.     
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ONE MONTH FREE YOGA CAMP (21 MAY-21 JUNE,2017) 

Carry forward the past practices, the NSS units of the college organized free one 

month yoga camp for the college students as well as for the outsiders. In between the 

students also attended the Yoga Sessions at Panjab University, Chandigarh. The NSS 

Volunteers along with their NSS program officers thoroughly enjoyed the practice, it 

was not only yoga but they have been taught the psycho-socio skills for better 

understanding and adjustment in society where as yog-asnas improved their 

flexibility and strength, meditation-asnas improved their concentration powers and 

relaxative-asnas provided relaxation to their body and mind. The sessions were 

followed by laughing yoga, clapping exercises and sometimes aerobics and neuro-

muscular coordination exercises were also experienced by the participants. Dr. 

Neeru Malik trained master yoga trainer taken the classes along with yoga experts, 

Mr. Raman Kumar, Mr. Gautam Joshi, Ms. Geeta and Ms. Jyoti. She has also 

rendered her services at Panjab University for one monthfree yoga camp. To make 

yoga popular as well as to inform the general public and students- the awareness 

rallies, signature campaign, motivational talks, lecture on mudras, curing disease 

through yoga therapy were organized.  The students despite holidays enjoyed each 

and every session of the camp. 
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Celebrations of 3rd International Day Of Yoga (21.6.2017) 

Celebrations of Third International Day of Yoga : The college volunteers along with 

Dr. Neeru Malik and Ms. Rajbir Kaur joined Panjab University sports deptt. to 

celebrate  the third international day of yoga. Dr. Neeru Malik was also member 

organizing committee and one of the demonstrator for the yoga protocol of the day. 

The Chief Guest for the 3rd International Day of Yoga was Prof.Arun Kumar Grover, 

Vice Chancellor, P.U. Chandigarh. He addressed the gathering and congratulated 

the organizing committee Director sports and his team for organizing this camp and 

all the participants for taking part into the International Celebrations of Yoga Day. 

Prof.Grover urged the participants to adopt yoga and to keep practicing for healthy 

life style. Further, he appreciated Coordinator NSS Dr.Navdeep Sharma for the 

successful collaboration with Director Sports for this mega event. The International 

Day was observed by the message given by Prime Minister of India Shri Narinder 

Modi Ji. He addressed the nation to practice yoga for making India a healthy nation. 

After the speech of Prime Minister the yoga protocol was performed. The command  

for the protocol uniformity by Mr.Raman and demonstrated by Sh.Gautam Joshi, 

Dr.Neeru Malik, Ms.Geeta and Ms.Jyoti. The yoga protocol was performed by 

approximately 650 people (NSS Volunteers, Students and General Public) along with 

Prof. Arun K. Grover, Vice-Chancellor, Panjab University Chandigarh, Prof. Denesh 

Gupta, DUI, Registrar, Col. G.S. Chadda, Dr. Parvinder Singh, DCDC & Controller 

Examination, Dr. Parminder Singh, Director Sports, Dr. Rakesh Malik, Deputy 

Director Sports, Dr. Navdeep Kaur, NSS coordinator Panjab University, Chandigarh, 

Emanual Nahar (Men) and Prof. NeenaKaplesh (Women), DSW and other faculty 

members of PU, Chandigarh and Dr. Akshay Anand, Dr. Sanjay Badada from 

PGIMER Chandigarh, NSS Program Officers of different colleges of Chandigarh and 

volunteers of PGIMER were present. After the commencement of yoga protocol the 

attempt for Guinness World Record on diabetes awareness was made. 
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An Attempt for Guinness World Record on Diabetes Awareness during 

3rdinternational day of yoga. 

The unique feature of the day was the attempt for the 'Guinness World Record 

Attempt  on Diabetes Awareness on 3rd international yoga day.' Dr.Neeru Malik was 

co-organizer for the above said purpose along with Prof. Akshay Anand (Scientist 

PGI) and his team. The lecture on diabetes awareness was given by Prof. Sanjay 

Badada (Department. of Endocrinology, PGIMER Chandigarh). He, in a layman 

language elaborated the types, causes and symptoms of diabetes. He informed the 

gathering that this one of the fastest growing disease in the present time and India is 

growing as capital of diabetes because the cases of diabetes are increasing day by 

day on a very fast pace. You need to constantly monitor your diet and ensure that 

your blood sugar level is well under control. He said that living a diabetic life is a 

challenge. What one eats plays a crucial role. He also described the ways to reduce 

the risk of diabetes like one should check his risk of diabetes, manage weight 

because excess body fat, particularly if stored around the abdomen, can increase the 

body's resistance to the hormone insulin. He also suggested to exercise regularly. 

Moderate physical activity on most days of the week helps manage weight that 

improve blood pressure and cholesterol. We should eat a balanced and healthy diet, 

limit takeaway and processed foods, limit alcohol intake, quit smoking etc. To 

maintain diabetes he suggested that we should eat a variety high-quality proteins, 

starches, fruits and vegetables. Eat fewer salty and high-sodium foods. Eat less fat. 

Bake, broil, roast and grill meat, seafood, poultry, instead of frying. Say no to four 

white poisons i.e. sugar, salt, refined oil,  refined flour (maida). The report of the 

attempt for Guinness World record was sent. The feedback performas on yoga 

protocol as well as on diabetes lecturewere collected.  
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Active Citizens Master Facilitator Development Workshop (15.07.2017- 

19.07.2017) 

Dr Neeru Malik has been selected for the first batch for ActiveCitizens Master 

Facilitator Development Workshop 2017-2018 program organized by Rajiv Gandhi 

National Institute for Youth Development (RGNIYD), Sriperumbudur, and British 
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Council . The workshop was organized for NSSPOs at the University level ,college 

level and Active Citizen Workshops for NSS Volunteers at the College level- Reg . 

The Regional director requested to recommend the two NSS program from their 

respective universities (one male and one female) .there were twenty universities 

participated including forty NSS program officers .  The   workshop was very 

qualitative and the resource persons were Mr.Mickal from British Council, Madam 

Razeena , and other team members. very innovative ideas and resourcefulness were 

taught and that too with team work. She is qualified to train further NSS Volunteers 

and Program Officers. 
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Various Activities Organized by NSS Volunteers (B.Ed 2016-18 Batch) 

During Internship Programs in 12 Schools of Chandigarh Administration 

(30th July 2017 to 30 Nov. 2017) 

The Schools for Internship Programme 4 months 

1.GMHS,SEC 26, CHD 

2.GMHS,SEC35,CHD 

3.GMHS,SEC 36,CHD 

4.GMHS,SEC41,CHD 

5.GMHS,SEC 43,CHD 

6.GMSSS,KHUDA ALI SHER 

7.GMSS,SEC 32,CHD 

8.GMSS,SEC 35,CHD 

9.GMSS,SEC 37-C,CHD 

10.GMSS,SEC 37-D,CHD 

11.GMSS,SEC 44,CHD 

12.GMSS,SEC 46,CHD 

The second year (4thsem) B.Ed students  and NSS Volunteers were deputed for 

their internship program in 12 different schools of Chandigarh administration 
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as per their curriculum. During their internship period along with the 

teaching responsibilities, students nurtured various skills of administration, 

management, organization. Carrying the legacy of the college for the social 

services students during their internship program organized regular and 

special NSS and other curricular and co-curricular activities in collaboration 

with different subject teachers, activity in charge and NSS program officers. 

The NSS activities organized by the students cum NSS volunteers of the 

college during their internship program are as follows : 

 Cleanliness drive 

 cleanliness campaign  

 rally on Swachhata, anti crackers, no honking, traffic rules awareness etc. 

 Personal Hygiene activities for school students 

 Digital Literacy Awareness 

 Poster making competitions  

 Slogan Writing Competitions  

 Competitions for making of Best out of waste  

 Mehndi Competition 

 Mass tree plantation 

 Diya and Candle Making Competition 

 Rangoli making Competition 

 Debate 

 Declamation 

 Singing Competitions 

 Dance Competitions 

 Save Environment 

 Awareness of Traffic Rules 

 Poem recitation 
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 Sports activities and competitions 

 Use of Technology and rules for it 

 Drawing Competitions  

 Calligraphy Competitions  

 Role Play on social issues and swachhta etc. 

CELEBRATIONS OF SWACHHTA PAKHWADA 

01 Aug 2017 – 15th Aug 2017 

 As per the directions from the Ministry of Government of India for 

youth affairs and Sports, the Regional Director through email informed the 

college about the SwachhtaPakhwada celebrations in the college premises 

from 1st August-15th August, 2017 and instructed the NSS department to 

organized the activities  to celebrate "SwachhtaPakhwada". 

 The NSS units of Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector 36-B, 

Chandigarh organized 'SwachhtaPakhwada' celebrations.  These were held at 

the college as well as  in various Govt. schools  of Chandigarh where the 

B.Ed3rd Semester students acted as NSS volunteers during their four month 

internship programme which is being held from  1st August-30th November, 

2017. The 3rd Semester students on their four month internship at the 

following schools of Chandigarh Administration organized various activities 

for children in coordination with the NSS Unit in-charge of their respective 

schools. These schools were: 

1. GMHS,SEC 26, CHD 

2. GMHS,SEC35,CHD 

3. GMHS,SEC 36,CHD 

4. GMHS,SEC41,CHD 

5. GMHS,SEC 43,CHD 
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6. GMSSS,KHUDA ALI SHER 

7. GMSS,SEC 32,CHD 

8. GMSS,SEC 35,CHD 

9. GMSS,SEC 37-C,CHD 

10. GMSS,SEC 37-D,CHD 

11. GMSS,SEC 44,CHD 

12. GMSS,SEC 46,CHD 

SAWCHTTA PAKHWARA 2017(DAY-WISE REPORT) 

Day One: 1-08-2017 (Tuesday) 

On day one of the swachhtapakhwada NSS volunteers B.Ed students on their 

Internship Programme took swachhta pledge to keep the nation clean and green and 

also to propagate this message at a large scale by spreading the message of Swachh 

BharatAbhiyan in the village and in the town. After taking the swachhta pledge 

college NSS volunteers in collaboration with the NSS wings of their respective 

schools organized various activities as well as themselves participated under 

swachhtapakhwada. The day one activities in different schools followed by taking 

swachhta pledge, cleanness drive in the school,campus poster making competitions, 

slogan writing competitions, lecture on Health and Hygiene etc. for the school 

students.  
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Day Two: 2-08-2017 (Wednesday) 

On day two theorientation of the school students was done by the respective 

teachers incharge of city Govt. schools along with the NSS volunteers about various 

events to be conducted as part of Swachcha Bharat Pakhwara celebrations. Different 

activities were observed - essay writing competition , use of dustbins(wet and dry 

waste) management,rally on swachhta and cleanileness drive etc. 
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Day Three: 3-08-2017 (Thursday) 

On the third day the college NSS volunteers with NSS programme  officers of the 

schools organized rallies, poster making and slogan competitions on the theme 

'SwachchtameraKartavya' and made the public aware by displaying these posters 

and raising the slogans to the general public along the roadside as well as in the 

residential areas near by their respective schools. The NSS volunteers along with 

school students conducted a cleanliness drive in the school premises. 
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Day Four: 4-08-2017 (Friday) 

On the fourth day of the fortnight celebrations college NSS volunteers along 

with the school students launched an awareness campaign on the roadside in 

Sector-35,Chandigarh. Students stood both side of the road to make people 

aware for Healthy environment. Students also cleaned their classrooms as a 

part of the Cleanliness drive. the school children were taught making items 

best out of waste. 
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Day Five: 5-08-2017 (Saturday) 

On the fifth day, a poster making competition  was organized for the school students 

on the theme "Mera Bharat Mahaan ," by the NSS volunteers of the college  and 

preparation of the March past ceremony cleanlinessdrive were done for the 

upcoming 70th Independence day celebrations.As usual the activities were carried 

out in the schools. 
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Day Six: 6-8-2017(Sunday) 

Day Seven: 7-08-2017 (Monday) 

On the seventh day, a workshop on developing skills for making Rakhis to 

celebrate Raksha Bandhan  wasorganized by College NSS volunteers. The 

Rakhis were made out of the waste material to promote the concept of R3 i.e. 

reduce, recycle and reuse. The Rakhis were made beautifully and displayed 

by the students. The activity was highly appreciated by the school principals. 

The other activities like speech, declamation, swachhta quiz were organized. 
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Day Eight: 8-08-2017 (Tuesday) 

On day eighth, cleanliness drives, poster making competitionon the theme 

"Mera Bas Ek Hi Sapna, Swachh ,Swastha Bharat ho apna", swachhta quiz and 

signature campaign etc were the events for the 8th day of the fortnight 

SwachhtaPakhwada celebrations. School students actively participated in the 

events organized by the NSS wings of the schools and NSS volunteers of the 

college. Lecture on Swachhta was also organized. 
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Day Nine: 9-08-2017 (Wednesday) 

Day nine of the campaign was dedicated to acleanliness drive that was 

organized by the NSS volunteers of the college along with the students of 

Government Model Senior Secondary School, Sector-37 D, Chandigarh. A 

rally on "SWATANTRA SWACHH BHARAT"  was also organized by the NSS 

volunteers of the college and students at Government Model senior secondary 

school, sector-37 D , Chandigarh under "Swachh Pakhwada "activities. A 

Cleanliness drives were of great extent in the schools of Chandigarh and they 

were giving a boon to the campus beautification. On the other side there were 
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many activities organized for the school children. A movie regarding 

swachhta was shown to the class vi students. 

  

  

 
 

Inauguration and welcome of B.Ed&M.Ed students (2017-19)09.09.2017 
 
 
It is said, „well begun is half done‟. With this view at the very onset, a detailed 

Orientation programme for the newly enrolled B.Ed 1st semester students was 

organized by the NSS programme officers, Dr.Neeru Malik and Ms. Rajbir Kaur for 

the students and they were elaborated about the SwachhtaPakhwada and were 

motivated to organize different activities to engage school students and themselves 

for the campaign for Clean India. They were instructed to organize various activities 

like Swachhta rallies Swachhta signature campaign, Swachhtacampaign , drawing 

and poster making competition , Cleanliness drive in the school premises as well as 

outside. They were also told to meet the NSS programme officers in their respective 
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schools with whom in coordination they can organize the activities. The Third 

semester students were also briefed about how to organise different activities in their 

respective schools during their internship programme during 1st -15th August, 2017 

to mark "SwachhtaPakhwada" Celebrations.  

The function was presided by Hon,ble Secretary Dev Samaj and the chairman of the 

college Shriman Nirmal Singh Dhillon who gave his best wishes and blessings to 

students. Dr.(Mrs.) Agnese Dhillon , Principal of college gave welcome address to 

the students and inspired the students to acquire knowledge and form character, the 

motto of the college. She also inspired them to take up the challenge of Swachhta 

mission and give their best output. 

 

 The NSS department sensitized the minds of students towards NSS activities 

by showing them the activitiesthat held in the year 2016-2017 with the help of the 

power point presentation that gave a brief idea about the activities of the college and 

for the ongoing fifteen days "SwachhtaPakhwada" celebrations. On the very first 

day, the new batch students /NSS volunteers along with the faculty took the 

SwachhtaOath which was followed by an activity that was feeling of expressions 

towards Swachhta with dialogue exchange. The whole programme was successfully 

organized under the supervision of NSS programmeofficers  Dr.Neeru Malik and 

Ms.Rajbir Kaur. 
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Shriman Nirmal Singh Dhillon, Chairman 
and Principal Dr.(Mrs.) Agnese Dhillon at 

the orientation programme for the new 
batch 

Newly enrolled NSS Volunteers during the 
orientation programme  

 
 

  

 
 

Sensitizing young minds during 
SwachhtaPakhwada with the help of 

Technology 
 

Oath taking ceremony done by teachers and 
students on the ongoing 

"SwachhtaPakhwada"held by NSS units of 
college 
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It was the 1st day for new admitted students in the college. As per the past traditions 

the new batch students of B.Ed&M.Ed 2017-19 welcomed by Sh. Nirmal Singh ji 

Dhillon, Chairman, Dev Samaj College of Education, 36-B, Chandigarh and secretary 

Dev Samajand Principal Dr. Agnese Dhillon along with the staff members.The new 

batch was addressed by Sh. Nirmal Singh ji Dhillon who highlighted the history and 

tradition of Dev Samaj and its contribution in achieving the motto "Acquire 

knowledge form character". A power point presentation on a brief about the college 

and its tradition was presented by Dr. Anuradha Agnihotri followed by a lunch 

break. Post lunch break the students were gathered. Dr.Neeru Malik and Ms. Rajbir 

Kaur, NSS program officers organized an interaction session with the students. A 

brain storming session for the first yearB.Ed was also organized for bringing them 

into a comfort zone and to familiarize with each other. They showed power point 

presentation on the NSS activities held during the session 2016-17 to sensitize and 

motivate the students to come forward as active NSS volunteers.  Second year 

students presented their reflections on the NSS activities they have participated. The 

new batch students were also informed that the college has 2 NSS units and by 

default they become NSS volunteers of the college and explained about the ongoing 

observation of SwachhtaPakhwara fortnight celebrations (01-08-2017 to 15-08-2017). 

In the last the students along with the staff took the swachhta pledge on the very 

first day in the college campus. 
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The NSS programme officers sensitized the minds of the newly enrolled NSS 

volunteers towards NSS activities by showing them the activitiesthat held in the year 

2016-2017 with the help of the power point presentation that gave a brief idea about 

the activities of the college and for the ongoing fifteen days 

"SwachhtaPakhwada" celebrations. On the very first day, the new batch students 

/NSS volunteers along with the faculty took the SwachhtaOath which was followed 

by an activity that was feeling of expressions towards Swachhta with dialogue 

exchange. The whole programme was successfully organized under the supervision 

of NSS programmeofficers  Dr.Neeru Malik and Ms.Rajbir Kaur. 

Day Ten: 10-08-2017 (Thursday) 

On the tenth day the students displayed their skills in poster making activity 

organized by the NSS volunteers at Government Model High School, sector 36, 

Chandigarh. They also prepared a dance on the NSS Song," Uthe Samaj keliyeUthe" 
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at Government Model Senior Secondary School, Sector-46, Chandigarh. On the same 

day  a cleanliness drive was organized by NSS volunteers of the college along with 

the students of Government Model Senior Secondary School, Sector-37 D, 

Chandigarh.  School students were given training on “Swachhta” by the NSS 

volunteers at GMHS, Sec 26, Chd. An activity on role play for swachhta was given to 

the students in the schools.  

An orientation program forNSS activities and visit to the NSS room 2017-19 batch 

B.Ed students. 

 

The college NSS units organised a Ru-Ba-Ru session for the NSS Volunteers of the 

college. This session comprised of a visit to the NSS room. Dr.Neeru Malik and 

Ms.Rajbir Kaur showed the students the display on the walls- aims and objectives of 

NSS, NSS song and college prayers. The students were explained the meaning, need 

and importance  of  NSS through its aims and objectives. The volunteers were shown 

the things available in the room and their usefulness and how to maintain the 

records and the materials. 

In the afternoon the NSS volunteers took the charge to clean the notice boards 

displayed in the halls and audio visual aids room. 
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Day Eleven: 11-08-2017 (Friday) 

The day began with informative lecture on the theme 

SwachhtaMeraKartavyadelivered by Dr.Neeru Malik, who in her lecture provided 

valuable information that how an individual can play an important role in 

maintaining cleanliness. She explained the dream of the Government of India to 

make India, "Clean India, Green India" in which the holistic growth and 

development of every individual of the nation lies upon. The students were 

motivated to participate to express their contribution towards the Swachhta 

development of the society in regard to cleanliness. She motivated the students for a 

clean, corruption free, paper free, defecation free India which is a dream and their 

contribution will make it reality. The students carried out the fortnight celebration 

for SwachhtaPakhwada by participating in poem recitation, speech and cleanliness 

drive in the surrounding inside the college. 

In schools healthy hand-wash workshop was organised by college NSS volunteers. 

The children were told about the importance of healthy hand wash and how it has 

be performed, the application of soap, around, in between fingers and thumb, how 

nails to be cleaned etc. The workshop aimed to control the unhealthy practices and 

reduced the chances of infection which are communicable and inculcate a healthy 

habit among the school's students. A part from this the fort night celebration 

includes, poem on my mother, essay writing and cleanliness drives were carried out.  
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Day Twelve: 12-08-2017 (Saturday) 

Dev Samaj college of education successfully celebrated the date well  

'SwachttaPakhwada activities. The NSS units of the college organized a lecture on 

'Cleanliness and its advantages'. The resource person Mrs. Poonam Dogra from 

Vivek High School, Chandigarh through her lecture made students aware what 

inside out' cleanliness is. Through her lecture she highlighted the importance of 

clean and green environment for good health and hygiene in the life. She includes 

awareness on clean and safe environment, personal health, hygiene and good 

practices, hand washing on cleanliness, in order to create safe, healthy, clean and 

green environment. She explained as she is a teacher in the school and how you as 

prospective teachers write from the beginning start playing your responsibilities of a 

good citizen. For school children you are the mentors and they will follow you no 

matter you are write and wrong, but they believe you more than their parents. So 

please mind your behavior. You have a responsibility on your shoulders to teach 

school students from the very start about the importance of cleanliness inside and 

outside and personal hygiene. "Make some class room rules to maintain the 

cleanliness in the class some for the school premises for the same they will not break 

the rules does thus it will be imbibed,  once established will never vanished. Last she 

thanked madam Principal and NSS Programme Officers for inviting her to interact 

with the prospective teachers.   

In schools the different activities carried out for the swachhtapakhwadafortnight 

celebrations and in college best out of plastic waste material to promoted Swachh 

environment activity organized in the college.  
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Saving Environment by creating the Best 
Out Of Plastic Waste material to promote 

Swachh Environment, an activity organized 
by NSS department for the college NSS 

volunteers . 

Expert Talk by Mrs. Poonam Dogra from 
Vivek High School, Chandigarh on 

„Cleanliness- inside out‟. 
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Day Thirteen: 13-08-2017(Sunday) 

Day Fourteen: 14-08-2017 (Monday) 

The morning session a lecture on "The Duties towards Environment" Dr. (Mrs.) 

Agnese Dhillon, Principal, Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector 36-B, Chandigarh. 

Madam highlighted the relationship of Human World with the plant world and 

urged the students to be sensitive regarding saving our environment. Further she 

said that In order to ensure the hygiene all over the country, it is very necessary to 

solve the problems of sanitation, safe toilet, and proper waste management. By 

imbibing Swachhta, in our day to day activities we can help make our local 

surroundings and our cities more Cleaner, Greener and Beautiful place to live in. 

Various activities were organized in the college campus and NSS volunteers 

participated enthusiastically. The commencement of the activities held as –on the 

spot preparation of  the material from the waste (group activity), poem recitation, 

speeches (Hindi, Punjabi and English). All the NSS volunteers shared their 

perspective for making surroundings and buildings clean and green by adopting 

innovative measures and Being NSS volunteers how can they contribute to keep 

Society and Environment clean and green. 

1st semester B.Ed NSS volunteers participated in the  different activities organised 

by the NSS Units of the college on  the dream theme “Cleanliness and subthemes  
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“Health ,Hygiene, Healthy Environment῎. The activities were Poster and slogan 

making competition, poem recitation ,  Skit presentation and Swachhta songs and 

cleanliness drive in the college premises.  

The 3rd semester B.Ed NSS volunteers on theirfour month internship programme 

organized various activities like Rally on ῎Swatchh India And Cleanliness Drive“ 

for children in coordination with the NSS Unit in-charge of their respective schools. 

  

Poster made by the students 
participant on the theme "Sound 

Mind, Sound Body " organized by NSS 
volunteers for the school students. 

NSS volunteer along with the 
Students ready for the rally on the 

theme "Healthy India". 
 

 

  

NSS volunteer along with the Students The preparation for the march past for the 
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in Cleanliness drive at School upcoming 70th Independence celebrations 
organized by NSS volunteers 

  

 
 

  

Rally for Swachh Bharat taken by  
students of Government Model High 

School, Sector-36, Chandigarh 

Swachh Bharat Cleanliness drive taken 
by  students of Government Model High 

School, Sector-36, Chandigarh 
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Day Fifteen: 15-08-2017 (Tuesday) The concluded day of 

SwachhtaPakhwada fortnight and Independence Day Celebration. 

Independence Day Celebration 

The 70th Year Independence Day Celebration were at large scale held in schools as 

well as in our college i.e. Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector 36-B,Chandigarh. 

Our B.Ed NSS volunteers along with the teachers and NSS Programme Officers of 

their respective schools organized Independence Day Celebrations in their 

respective schools, this includes the solo and group dance, speech, poem recitation, 

skit presentation, and NSS Volunteers of the college also presented the items during 

Independence Day Celebrations, the school principles appreciated the efforts made 

by them and wish them success in their life.  

In college the NSS units organized and celebrated the 70th Year of Independence in 

the college premises on 15th August,2017 on the theme "Independence and 

Cleanliness". The motive behind the themes were to channelize the energy of the 

youth, inculcating the values for developing peace and harmony in the country, 

serving attitude, team building and power of unity and importance of 

understanding each other . On this occasion Shriman Nirmal Singh Dhillon, 

Secretary ,Dev Samaj and Chairman of the college was Chief Guest and MrsArvinder 

H. Singh was the Guest Of Honor. Principal, Dr. (Mrs.) Agnese Dhillon welcomed 

the Chief Guest and the students. The series of events commenced  with unfurling of 

the National Flag "Trianga" followed by  the college prayer i.e. "Mubarak 

haijanamunka jo aayekamauroke". The prayer was followed by the students 

participation in the poem recitation, speech, patriotic dance and poster 

presentations. Shriman Nirmal Singh Dhillon Ji addressed the students with his 

motivational speech based on his own life experiences on partition and the proud 

moment of Free India in his speech he said "ye azadi hamebadimushkilo or bade 

balidano k baadmilihaiisesambhalkrrakho aur sahitarike se istemal karo". Dr. (Mrs) 

Agnese Dhillon, Principal of the college presented vote of thanks in her speech. She 

congratulated the NSS department, faculty, students and special team from NPS ,Mr. 

Anuj Vohra, Associate NCC Officer and his team of NCC Cadets for their 
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facilitations. The programme was successfully organized by the NSS 

UnitsProgrammeofficers Dr.Neeru Malik and Ms. Rajbir Kaur. 

 

 

Independence Day Celebrations at 
DSCE, Sec 36, Chd 

Chairman Sh. Nirmal Singh Dhillon 
being welcomed by the principal Dr. 

(Mrs.) Agnese Dhillon and staff 

  

Sh. Nirmal Singh Dhillon, 
Chairman DSCE, Sec 36, Chd 
hoisting the National Flag 

Sh. Nirmal Singh Dhillon, Chairman 
addressing the students 
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The faculty and NSS volunteers on Independence Day celebrations 

  

The teachers and students presenting 
college prayer on the occasion 

NSS volunteers reciting self 
composedpoem on Independence 

celebrations 

  

NSS volunteers of the college presenting NSS volunteers of the college celebrating 
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patriotic group song on the Independence 
Day  atSchool 

Independence Day  at School 

 

AKSHAY URJA DIWAS 

(19 Aug. 2017) 

 The Science Club in collaboration NSS Units of Dev Samaj College of 

Education Sector 36 B, Chandigarh organized AKSHAY URJA DIWAS inter college 

competition with great enthusiasm and zeal, which was sponsored by "Chandigarh 

Renewable Energy And Science And Technology Promotion Society (Crest), 

Chandigarh Administration"on Saturday, 19th August at 9.30. am. The incharge for 

the AkshayUrjaDiwas was Dr.Anuradha Agnihotri who left no stone behind in 

successful organization of the Inter College Competition the college NSS Units 

assisted Dr.Agnihotri for the smooth and successful orgnization for this mega event. 

The day commemorates the birthday of former Indian Prime Minister Sh. Rajiv 

Gandhi. Dr. (Mrs.) Agnese Dhillon , Principal of the college welcomed all the 

dignitaries, guests and participants. She gave her best wishes to the participants and 

also made students aware about the significance of this day. 

Dr. (Mrs.) Madhu Prasher, Principal Dev Samaj College for Women, Ferozepur city 

was the Chief Guest and competition was judged by the prestigious judges: Dr. 

Kanwalpreet Kaur, Assistant Professor (P.U.), Dr. Manju Gera, Assistant Professor 

Dept. of Education (USOL) P.U. Chandigarh, Dr. Amrita Bhullar, TGT Home 

Science, Education Department, Chandigarh Administration and Dr. Anupama Suri, 

TGT Science and Education Dept. Chandigarh. There were 9 teams consisting of 

various participants from different colleges who participated in the competitions like 

Poster making, Slogan writing, Quiz and PowerPoint Presentation; that brought out 

the essence and richness of renewable resources. The results were declared by the 

respectable judges. The 1st position for Poster Making, PowerPoint Presentation, 

Slogan writing and Quiz were grabbed by Pooja Kumari (PGGCG, 42); Navreet 
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(Govt. Home Sc. college ,10); Anju (GCE, 20); Ritu, Karnveer and Vikramjeet Singh 

(PGGC, 46) respectively. 

 The Principal congratulated the winning teams and appreciated the efforts 

made by the organizers to make the event successful. 

 

 

 

INSPECTION COMMITTEE VISIT FOR “SWACHHTA RANKING” 2017 OF 

HIGHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 21.08.2017 
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On 21.08.2017 the MHRD has sent an inspection committee comprising  

ofProf.R.K.Garg, Chairman, Department of Mechanical Engineering, 

DeenbandhuChhotu Ram University Of Science & Technology Murthal, 

Sonepat. Prof. Neera Verma, department of economics, kurukshetra 

university, kurukshetra. Mrs.RukmaniSrinivasan, under secretary, university  

grants commission (ugc), new delhi, to visit the college to make an inspection 

for the evaluation of the parameters undersmart campus,  focus on cleanliness 

on campus and outside campus, save water, save electricity, promotion of 

cleanliness, waste management etc. Dr.Agnese Dhillon alongwith the staff 

members received the committee members in the college and a brief 

presentation on swachhta report was presented through power point 

presentation the documents were cross examined by the committee and asked 

to give a soft copy of the documents. After the presentation the committee 

visited the campus and looked after each and every area of it. The committee 

interacted with the staff and said the college is doing good and NSS units are 

actually serving to the society.  
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National Sports Day 29.08.2017 
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The department of Physical Education and Sports of Dev Samaj College of 

Education,Sector 36-B, Chandigarh celebrated National Sports Day on 29 Aug 2017 

in the college premises to mark the birth anniversary of Major Dhyan Chand 

Dronaacharya. An oath ceremony headed by Dr. Neeru Malik was held to mark the 

occasion. Students took pledge to live a life with good health and fitness, good food 

habits and will make an appropriate use of technololgy. A talk on the theme "Health 

And Fitness And Its Importance In Life"was delivered by Dr. Neeru Malik. She 

started her talk by highlighting the sports glory of the college.Further she said as the 

saying goes health is wealth you ought to be physically fit and mentally strong to 

suceed in life. the role of sports and games cannot be ignored while discussing the 

development of a human. Sports are necessary for maintaining proper health, 

physique and an unbending sprit. Sports are also a sought of recreation generally, 

the more active one in sports, be it indoor or outdoor, the healthier one tends to be. 

CBSE has taken this fact into consideration and has include sports as a part of its 

curriculum for every class. Afterelaborating the concept of health and fitness and she 

highlighted in present times  how decline in the health status prevail in the society 

due to bad habits and unhealthy life style,  over and wrong use of technology. Now 

a days text deformity is also developing among youth.   After her lecture the 

students were engaged into the sports activities like table tennis competition, best 

use of the apparatus in the college gym and other fun activities. 
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Teachers Day Celebration 

05-09-2017 

Students with a great enthusiasm organized the celebrations for the Teachers 

Day in the college. The half day celebrations were planned in a beautiful manner and 

a cultural program was prepared by the Volunteers on this auspicious occasion. 

Dr.MadhuParshar, Principal Dev Samaj College for Women, Ferozepur and member 

council of Dev Samaj was the chief guest on this function.  The student president 

Ms.Manisha welcomed the Chief Guest, Principal of the college, teachers and 

administrative staff. Dr.MadhuParshar, Chief Guest, addressed the students by 

highlighting the role of a teacher in student and in the society, she said teacher can 

bring the change they want in the society. They are the one who are the nation 

builders and search the talent hidden among the students. Teachers role in 

channelizing the youth energy for the society development is of great extent. She 

said the students that you have to go for internship programme in the schools and 

do your best and you must be good human being before becoming a good teacher. 

The function started with the college prayer i.e. 'Mubark Hai JanamUnka, Jo 

AeiynKaamAuronKe' after the presentation of bouquet the series of event presented 

by the students i.e. Guru Vandana, skit, songs, poems, group dances, inspirational 

speeches and sharing of views of students regarding the sacred relationship between 

Guru and Shishya. The titles were given to the teachers and students also organized 

fun games for the teachers and the task picking the slip and performing the activity 

mentioned in it. Dr.Agnese Dhillon, Principal of the college thanked the students for 

their earnest effort and congratulated of this day. Thefunction concluded with a cake 

cutting ceremony followed by refreshment to the teachers and to the students.  
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Observation of National Fortnight on Eye Donation (25th Aug -8th sept 2017) 

Observation held on 5th sept 2017 

As a regular National feature the National Eye Donation fortnight is observed every 

year from 25th August to 8th September. This year in order to promote the eye 

donation process as well as to put forth the significant message to the people for 

being the special part of eye donation and pledging for giving normal life to the 

deceased persons. Dev Samaj College of Education NSS Units organized eye 

donation awareness talk. For this purpose a team of doctors and technical staff from 

Advance Eye Centre, PGIMER, Chandigarh  visited the college on a talk as well as 

workshop. The team was  headed by Mr.Amarjit Singh, founded member eye bank 

PGI and Dr.Parul Goyal Senior Resident of PGI. Dr.Parul Goyal started  her talk 

through elaborating the importance of vision in individual life an how if there is by 

birth or accidental or medical reasons the eye sight gets affected or stop functioning 

how this gives stigma to the deceased and to the family. Eye donation comes as of 

great remedy to give a hope to the person as well as family. Dr.Parul Goyal 

enlightened the students about the process of eye donation and shared her valuable 

ideas through presentation. She explained the volunteers about what is eye, its 

formation, layers of eye lens, functions, damages (partial & complete), treatment and 

management, process of eye donation, preservation of eye donation, transplantation 

of lens/eye to the patient. They motivated the NSS volunteers as they are already 

doing a wonderful job by serving to the society and they should come forward with 

pledge for becoming an eye donor. They also explained how a significant role can be 

played by an eye donor for giving sight after their demise to the eye patient and 

enlightening their life with vision. The team of doctors delivered the awareness talk 

with the help of power-point presentation. The queries on the eye donation, for 

becoming an eye donor, myths related to eye donation (a person will be born blind 

in the next birth) were cleared by the doctors.   
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The volunteers along with the staff and NSS Programme Officer pledged to 

volunteer for eye donation. The Chief Guest Dr.MadhuParshar, Principal Dev Samaj 

College for Women, Ferozepur motivated the students for this noble cause. 
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Elections for Student Council 
 

September 7, 2017 
 

As per the Panjab University, Chandigarh calendar schedule Student 

Council Elections-2017 were held in Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector-

36, Chandigarh. The candidates were given time to confess and to campaign 

for seeking vote and support from the students they discussed their agenda 

with them on 07.09.2017 in a very peaceful and precise manner under the 

guidance of Vice-Principal, Mrs. Arvinder H. Singh. The college students 

actively participated in the elections and casted their valuable votes to select 

the Council with different posts i.e. – President, Vice-President and Joint 

Secretary. The candidates who were elected for different posts are:Dr.Agnese 

Dhillon presented the council to the college students and a group photograph 

was held. 

 Post Name 

 President Manisha 

 Vice-President Uttera 

 Secretary Romilla Bhatia 

 Joint Secretary Simran 

 Class Representatives  

https://news.devsamaj.org/2017/09/
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 (M.Ed) Harshdeep Kaur 

 (G&C) Bibek Kaur 

Class Representatives 

 

B.EdIst Year 

 Kirti Kaushal (Section A, 

  Tamanna Sharma (Section B) 

  Monica Yadav (Section C) 

 (B.Ed. 2nd Year) Tanvi (Section A) 

  Nisha (Section B) 

 

  

 

 

 

The elected student council was congratulated and given sachets 
by the Principal Dr. (Mrs.) Agnese Dhillon. She motivated them 

to shoulder the responsibility with dedication. 
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Literacy Day Celebration 

September 8, 2017 

 

 Literacy Day was celebrated by the NSS Units of Dev Samaj College of 

Education, Sector 36-B, Chandigarh.  Volunteers participated in the various 

competitions like poster making, slogan writing and speeches on literacy. In the next 

session the units organized a talk on literacy the Resource Person was Mrs.Charanjit 

Kaur.   She delivered a talk on the theme "Concept of literacy in 21st 

Century"Mrs.Charanjit Kaur elaborated the concept of literacy and its importance in 

human life. She explained the Right to Education Act with its aims and objectives. In 

regard to 21st century she mentioned literacy does not mean the skill of reading, 

writing, listening and speaking but also the knowledge of skills to deal with daily 

needs like Banking e-literacy purchase and payment though e-resources, e-ticketing.  

She praised the culture of the college where the NSS units provides volunteers 

services for the academic assistance to the under privileged section of the society at 

the adopted centres and outdoor clubs and the adopted village by the college units.    

Principal Dr. (Mrs.) Agnese Dhillon highlighted the importance of literacy and the 

newly introduced policy e- literacy was also discussed. Students pledged for a social 

gesture and volunteered to distribute stationary items to underprivileged children 

near their homes. A good gesture came as the commitment performed by the 

volunteers by donating the stationary items and books to the under privileged 

children and they also sent the photographs to the Programme Officers. The day was 

successfully celebrated under the supervision of NSS Programme Officers Dr.Neeru 

Malik and Mrs.Rajbir Kaur. 

  

https://news.devsamaj.org/2017/09/
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HINDI DIVAS 

(14.09.2017) 

 The celebration of Hindi Divas nationwide held on 14th September 

every year. NSS Units of Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector 36-B, 

Chandigarh celebrated Hindi Diwas to mark the importance of National 

Language. The function began with a college prayer and a lecture delivered 

by Dr.  Indu Kapil, Assistant Professor in Hindi, highlighting the importance 

of Hindi language. Dr. Kapil told the students that the history of this day is 

with  importance that in 1949 the constituent assets of India has adopted 

Hindi written in Devanagari script as the official language of the republic of 

India. In her speech she highlighted when in independent India in 1947 the 

question of the national language of the India was a serious concern then it 

was discussed to adopt Hindi after long time in 1949 14th September the 

Hindi was announced as official language of republic of India   Dr.  Richa 

Sharma, Assistant Professor, recited a poem on Hindi Diwas. Chief Guest, 

Shri Nirmal Singh Dhillon, Chairman, Dev Samaj College of education, urged 

the students to feel proud while conversing in Hindi and make it a rich 

language. He also highlighted the efforts made by Dev Samaj to promote  

Hindi language. Dr. (Mrs.) Agnese Dhillon, Principal of the College, 

appreciated the students for participating in various activities- Calligraphy, 

Poster Making & Poem Recitation and making the program a success and 

congratulated the NSS units for organizing the day celebrations. 
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AWARD CEREMONY SWACHHATA RANKING 2017 OF HIGHER 

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 14-09-2017 

As per the letter received from Ministry of Human Resource Development 

Department of Higher Education, Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi letter No.D.O.No.H-

11014/08/2016-CDN dated 04.09.2017 (copy attached) regarding convening 

Swachhta Ranking Award Ceremony on 15.09.2017 (Rescheduled on 04.09.2017) at 

Vigyan Bhavan, New Delhi. It was a proud moment for the college for being 

evaluated and selected among the top 25 college in professional and technical 

institutions category of India.To receive the award on behalf of the college, Dr 

Agnese Dhillon, Principal of the college  authorized Dr. Kamini Gupta (AISHE In 

charge) and Dr.Neeru Malik (NSS Program Officer)  to receive the Swachhata 

Ranking Award. The ceremony was held at   The award ceremony based 

on „SWACHHTA RANKING 2017' of Higher Educational Institutions was held in 

New Delhi. Union Human Resource Development 

Minister, Shri Prakash Javadekar gave away the prizes to the awardees. 

Shri Prakash Javadekar congratulated the awardees of „SWACHHTA 

RANKING- 2017' of Higher Educational Institutions. Speaking on the occasion, the 

Minister said that the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan is the most significant cleanliness 
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campaign by the Government of India. Under this mission more than four crore and 

eighty lakhs toilets were constructed in India since 2nd October, 2014 and more than 

two lakhs villages are now open defecation free. 

The Minister said the students are cleanliness ambassadors and along with 

the support of people and institutions they will lead the vision of Clean India of our 

Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi. He also said to make Higher Educational 

Institutions a smart campus, we should focus on cleanliness as well as waste 

management. Save water, save electricity, promote cleanliness and manage waste to 

become smart campus. Shri Javadekar praised the efforts made by the various 

departments of Ministry of HRD for organising such ranking system which is in line 

with Swachh Bharat Mission and contributing toward a cleaner India. He said, we 

should participate in these programmes to inform others too. 

About 3500 HEIs responded to the online invitation, submitting all their 

details as per format. The top 174 institutions were shortlisted as per criteria and 

officials from UGC and AICTE inspected the premises of all 174 institutions. Finally, 

the top 25 institutions across various categories like Universities, Technical 

Institutions, Colleges and Government institutions were selected and they were 

awarded on the occasion. This exercise will help generate peer pressure amongst 

institutions in the all important area of cleanliness. 

Clusters of villages were also adopted by certain HEIs under 

the Unnat Bharat Abhiyan programme in consultation with District Collectors. All 

Collectors and HEIs under the programme were invited to participate in the Best 

Collector & HEI Award by converting, before 31st August 2017, One Village into 

Open Defecation Free, with solid and liquid waste facility. Many participated in the 

exercise and finally, 5 districts completed the exercise – Medak, Jhabua, Warangal, 

Ajmer and Indore. The Collectors made presentations in MHRD on 5th September 

2017 on their achievement. Those 5 Collectors along with the HEIs assisting them 

were awarded on the occasion. 
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Among the dignitaries Shri K.K Sharma Secretary, Department of Higher 

Education, Shri V.L.V.S.S. Subba Rao, Economic Advisor MHRD, Sh. Anil 

D. Sahasrabudhe , Chairman AICTE, Dr. V.S. Chauhan ,Chairman UGC, 

Dr. ManpreetSingh Manna, Director AICTE were present on the 

occasion. Shri R. Subrahmanyam Additional Secretary (Technical Education) gave 

vote of thanks on the occasion. 

 

 

 

 

SAVE RIVERS CAMPAIGN 15.09.2017 
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The NSS units took an initiate to endorse the campaign for save rivers. An initiate by 

satguru of Isha Foundation. the volunteers took part in the rally for rivers which was 

flaged off by U.T Administrator Sh.V.P.SinghBadnore along with Sh.Harshvardhan, 

Union Minister of Environment, Forest and Climate Change.   

Dev Samaj NSS units volunteers supported the movement and organized save rivers 

session. Mrs.Shivi Sharma and Jyoti Alawadhi made students aware of the depleting 

conditions of our rivers pointing that the unscientific approach has spoiled the 

ecology of rivers. The NSS officers appreciated the campaign she also assure youth 

participation for the great cause and requested all the volunteers to give a missed 

call to 8000980009. A pledge was taken by the students, missed call was given by all 

the volunteers and a signature campaign was held for this noble cause save the 

rivers. Dr.Rohit Bhandari former NSS Programme Officer of the college 

congratulated the units and supported the volunteers in this noble cause. 
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Workshop on Human Rights and Value Education (20-09-2017) 

NSS volunteers were made aware regarding the human rights and value education 

by organizing an informative talk. The resource person for the talk was Ms. Pallvi 

Sharma. In her talk she informed the volunteers that as per the Constitution of India 

every citizen is entitled with certain fundamental rights to live with dignity and  

integrity, enjoy the  freedom  and equality. The citizens are also assigned with some 

duties thus all together they become human rights and duties.   one of the 

fundamental goals of education is to impart culture and values across the 

generations A good society honor the dignity of all human beings and expect all 
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members of the society dignity of all human beings and expect all members of the 

society to respect the dignity of others. It reflects as a provider for the expression and 

development of the multiple facets of the human person and holds them to be 

inviolable. The college every year regularly organize lectures, workshop, different 

competitions and also assign duties to the students on human rights and value 

education so that they can be nurtured as good citizens of India and above all to 

become good human beings. The NSS program officer thanked the resource person 

for enlightening the volunteers for their fundamental rights and their duties. 
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Panjab University Yoga Inter-college Competition (Men & Women 22-23 

Sep., 2017)  

Panjab University Directorate Sports assigned  Dev Samaj College of Education, 

sector 36-B Chandigarh to organized Panjab University Yoga Inter College 

competition for Men and Women (A&B) Divisions. The inauguration ceremony was 

Dr.Parvinder Singh, Controller of Examination and Dean college development 

council, P.U., Chandigarh. The special guest of honor wereDr.Gurdip Sharma, 

Principal GGDSD College Mahilpur, Member Syndicate and senate P.U. Chandigarh 

and Dr.Rakesh Malik, Deputy Director, Physical Education and Sports Chandigarh. 

Dr. Agnese Dhillon principal of the college welcomed the guest, all the participants 

and wished them best for the competition. Dr. Parvinder Singh in his address to the 

participants mentioned the importance of participation in sports and he respect the 

coaches, teachers and players who whole heartedly put their sincere efforts to bring 

laurels to their respective countries, colleges and schools. He congratulated the 

college for organizing this competition. Thereafter the guest had interactions with 

the college staff, technical officials and the participants of the inter-college 

competition. Approximate 18 teams in men and women teams from the various 

colleges of Panjab University Chandigarh and its affiliated colleges situated in 

Punjab participated in the competition. The NSS Volunteers provided the assistance 

to the college and Dr Neeru Malik Teacher   in charge to organize the completions 

successfully for the arrangements for sitting, reporting, stationary, equipments for 

time management, water for neties, food and refreshment arrangement, technology 

help, photography etc. The college has successfully organized the PU inter college 

competitions for men and women for the consecutive second year Dr. Mahinder 

Singh Joint Director Sport UT administration CHD was the Chairman for the 

selection committee, selection trials were conducted and the team for the all India 

Inter-Unversity was also selected for both men and women Dr. Parminder Singh 

Director Sports Panjab University Chandigarh appreciated the efforts of the college 

and congratulated the Principal and organizing committee and for the successful 
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conduction of the tournaments and specially thanked the NSS volunteers for their 

services.  
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NSS DAY CELEBRATION 

September 25, 2017 

 

 It was in the year 1969 when on 24th September NSS was celebrated. It 

was the birth century year of the father of the nation, since then 24th 

September is celebrated as NSS Day every year. Dev Samaj College of 

Education, Sector-36-B ,Chandigarh celebrated NSS Day with enthusiasm and 

high spirits under the guidance of Dr. Agnese Dhillon the principal of the 

college and Dr. Neeru Malik, NSS Programme Officer. The function was 

graced by the presence of Dr. Anil Gugnani, HOD Language and Incharge In-

Service training , SCERT Chandigarh along with Dr.(Mrs.) Agnese Dhillon, 

Principal of the college. The programme started with the NSS song “Uthei 

Samaj Ke Liye”. Dr. Anil Gugnani, in his lecture motivated the prospective 

teachers for the service towards society and appreciated the students for 

presenting their views on the theme of selfless social service. 

 The students presented  skit on swachhta, speeches, group song and 

took swachhta pledge. The programme concluded with the vote of thanks by 

Dr. Agnese Dhillon in which she highlighted the relevance of NSS and role of 

https://news.devsamaj.org/2017/09/
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individuals in the welfare of society. the last feature of the celebration was a 

rally which was flagged off from the college campus to the outside on the 

theme" Uthei Samaj Ke Liye” 
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Workshop on Values and Psychology 26.09.2017 

The NSS units of the college arranged lectures on value education and the recourse 

person was MedhaviGugnani, JRF and a young research scholar from deptt. of 

Psychology, Panjab University Chandigarh. She delivered her lecture through PPT 

and also Used the computer lab to make active participation of the students and she 

made them to assess their competency on values and on psycho-socio skills by filling 

up the online questionnaires. The same were assessed and students were amazed, 

shocked and surprised to see the results of the questioners filled by them. 

MsMedhavi in her lectures explaind that psychology is the scientific study of 

behavior and mental processes and  values are the principles or standards of 

behavior; one‟s judgment of what is important in life. “Goals can be achieved, values 

cannot be achieved.” it is a smart idea to align your goals with your values, so that 

the things you are trying to achieve are things that you intrinsically find important 

and allow you to experience meaning. She also highlighted the relationship between 

knowledge and wisdom and said that knowledge is really about facts and ideas that 

we acquire through study, research, investigation. Wisdom is the ability to discern 

and judge which aspects of the knowledge are true, right, lasting and abdicable to 

your life. Good value education develops positive attitude among students and it 

reflects from their positive behavior in the society as they perceive the situation in a 

positive manner and they don‟t just react but they respond to the situation which is 

accompanied by wisdom. This nurtures a balanced state of mind and controls the 

unwanted dual. The tips for positive behavior and value education she gave some 

references to the students by giving names of the books, e.links etc. 
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WORLD TOURISM DAY CELEBRATION AT DR. AMBEDKAR 
INSTITUTE OF HOTEL MANAGEMENT 

September 27, 2017 

Students of Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector 36-B, Chandigarh 

participated in the World Tourism Day Celebration held at Dr. Ambedkar Institute 

of Hotel Management, Sector 42 D, Chandigarh. Various competitions like Poster 

Making, Best Out of Waste and Fresh Flower Arrangement were held. 21 students 

from the 

college participated in different categories under the guidance of Dr. 

Richa Sharma and Mrs. Charanjit Kaur. 

Paneet Kaur won second prize in Fresh Flower Arrangement and Heema 

grabbed third position in Best Out of Waste category. All students were given 

certificates of participation. Dr.(Mrs.) Agnese Dhillon, Principal of the College 

congratulated the students for participation and positions. 

 

 

  

 

Students brought laurels by winning various positions in the different competitions 
held at Dr. AmbedkerBhawan , Institute of Hotel Management to mark the 

celebrations of World Tourism Day 

https://news.devsamaj.org/2017/09/
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International Seminar on environment protection 28 September, 2017 

NSS volunteers of Dev Samaj College of Education participated in theseminar  held 

at PEC (Punjab Engineering College) to spread the message of environment 

protection. Foreign delegates from Kenya, Korea, Afghanistan, Malaysia, Nepal, 

USA and other parts of the world joined hands to contribute to the cause. The key 

note speaker was from Rishikesh. She, through her well knit words, shared the 

important role forests play in balancing the environment. A human chain was 

formed and each member pledged to preserve forests and save Earth. The session 

concluded with a promise to hold such seminars in the future. A Multi-Cuisine 

dinner was prepared for the guests which was relished by all.  

 

 

 

12th Global Youth Peace Fest GYPF 2017 (27 September to 2 October 2017) 
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NSS Units of Dev Samaj College of Education in collaboration with Yuvsatta (an 

NGO) is working in a variety of areas to steer the young people towards 

implementing Gandhian ideals of Constructive Programme based on voluntary 

effort and individual and community action. Yuvsatta's work to promote the spirit of 

volunteering amongst the generation next, to bridge the barriers of race, colour, 

religion, nationalities plus fill in the gender and economic divides by empowering 

the young people is more timely than ever. Each day the headlines demonstrate the 

human cost of this divide. Each day the hatred and distrust grow. Now is the 

moment to leverage this opportunity, to address this ever-more-dangerous global 

divide. In so many ways our world is shrinking. And there are ever-increasing 

opportunities to connect with people on the other side of the globe, but generally 

these opportunities are squandered. To create a more just world by empowering 

young change makers from around the globe, Yuvsatta organizes the famous annual 

Global Youth Peace Fest- GYPF, in which a combination of cross cultural learning 

workshops, volunteer service and youth activism is aligned with the work of 

grassroots NGOs, policy makers, and other stakeholders. Dr.Richa Sharma and Mrs. 

Charanjit Kaur along with students of Peace Club participated in the Annual Global 

Youth Peace Fest- GYPF,2018. This Fest provided a platform for the development of 

cross cultural understanding and universal brotherhood. Various activities took 

place during this five day long fest such as group discussions, panel discussions, 

workshops, cultural performances and a „Walk for Peace‟ at Sukhna Lake, 

Chandigarh. 
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GANDHI JYANTI CELEBRATIONS 
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October 2, 2017 

 NSS UNITS of Dev Samaj College of Education celebrated Gandhi 

Jyanti in the college premises  to mark the birth anniversary of father of the 

nation, Mahatma Gandhi Ji. The function was graced by Dr. Agnesse Dhillon, 

Principal of college. Dr. Neeru Malik, NSS programme officer welcomed the 

Principal, volunteers of college and students of IGNOU. Dr. Agnesse Dhillon 

addressed the students and emphasized the students to render the selfless 

services to the society. She also told the students to contribute the nation 

which is free from open defecation, corruption and unhealthy practices. On 

this occasion, students presented the poems, speech on father of the nation 

Mahatama Gandhi Ji, a Pushp- Shradhanjali was given to the Father of Nation, 

students presented the thoughts of Mahatma Gandhi Ji . The function ended 

with the Swachhtapledge  taken by the volunteers which was written by Dr. 

Neeru Malik, which states as 

‘Har din harraatkarega 

Har hath jab saafkarega 

Saath jab saathrahega 

Tab ye tera bharat 

Tab ye merabharat 

Ham sabh ka ye payara bhaarat 

Saafrahegasaafrahega’ 

                                                                                           ---- (Dr. Neeru Malik) 

  

https://news.devsamaj.org/2017/10/
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Celebrate the festival of Lights :LetsPromote Eco Friendly Diwali 

03.10.2017 to 17.10.2017 
 

The NSS Volunteers of the college on four month internship  Programand first year 

students on their fifteen day observation program taken the initiate to organize 

various activities to promote diwali celebrations to spread the message of safe, green 

and healthy diwali.The Economy loss, Irritation and Allergies, Asthma problems 

and minor to major  fire accidents cause a major loss to the   Economy, life or sever 

health related issues. The  greendiwali celebration is the best remedial measure to all 

these problems. 

The volunteers on duty  took the charge for the activities ,organized Informative and 

awareness talks, Rallies, poster making and slogan writing competition, making  

decorative  items from waste materials, candle making, diva making and decoration 

, face painting and Rangoli making  for the school students. Making the celebrations 

lively they held the competitions for group dance, solo dance , singing and skits for 

the school students. 
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Lecture on Environment and Responsibilities (05-10-2017) 

Dr.AmitSobti, Associate Professor from department of UICET, Panjab University 

Chandigarh delivered the lecture on Environment and Responsibility.  Before the 

start  his lecture He  asked the students to reply very common questions like: what is  

environment? What do you understand by responsibilities?, How the environment 

gets polluted ? What we can do to save our environment   . After getting the answers 

from the students he explains that he is here not only to present his lecture but also 

to interact  and to learn from the students as they actually live in present time . He 

explained we are well familiar with the environment, it is everything which 

surrounds us naturally and affects our daily lives on the earth. Everything comes 

under an environment, the air which we breathe every moment, the water which we 

use for our daily routine, plants, animals and other living things, etc around us. An 

environment is called healthy environment when natural cycle goes side by side 

without any disturbance. Any type of disturbance in the nature‟s balance affects the 

environment totally which ruins the human lives. In his pursuit of development, 

Man, in his search out for comfort and luxury, has explored and destroyed the 

equilibrium of the nature and ecosystem. All the living beings in the earth are living 

in harmony with nature. But only man, who is believed to the protector of the earth, 

is doing the extreme opposite. Better late than never, now we need to change, at least 

a little by not doing any more harm to the nature. Human existence is purely based 

on the environment.  

So development should have some border line so as to protect the nature from being 

over-exploited. We have to perform our responsibilities to protect the nature and 

natural resources. He motivated the students and encouraged them by saying “today 

you have a big role to play in the society”.  Students are held in high esteem by the 

society.  A lot of good things are expected from the students.  

There are some little things illustrated below which we can do without any expense 

whatsoever. Save electricity, Save water, Dispose the garbage properly, Don‟t prints 

if not required, also use both sides of the Paper, Don‟t waste food, Don‟t cook extra 

food and throw, Avoid  wasting fuel.  

Don‟t wait for others to do. Let us do our part to protect the environment and 

ourselves. Students are the youthful population of the society. Their energy and 

enthusiasm is a great asset to the society. This youthful energy if channeled properly 

can bring positive changes in the society  specially among students from junior to 

universities. Small student cannot take much active participation in various social 

causes but they can and should be made aware of it. As students we have a lot of 

leisure time in our hands. We can be an example to the society by leading the charge 
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in raising and spreading awareness about these practices, which is harming our 

environment. We can use our time fruitfully by involving ourselves in saving 

environment activity by taking part in it.  

“We should show and lead by example. Others will follow it now or later.” 
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CULTURAL EVENING FOR PROGRESSIVE WRITERS 

ASSOCIATION (PWA) 

27.10.2017 

 

It was two days seminar organized by Progressive Writers Association (PWA) 

at Sector 16 Kala Bhawan on the theme Nationalism and Culture. Approximate 250 

delegates across the country participated in the seminar and took part in the 

discussion on the theme. the main focus was to save the culture. Dev Samaj College 

of Education, Sector 36-B, Chandigarh organised „Cultural Evening‟ for the 

prestigious writers of Progressive Writers Association (PWA) on 27 October, 2017. 

NSS volunteers took an initiative in assisting and helping in organizing the event by 

performing different duties for the purpose. Around 250 Delegates from different 

states across the country attended the event. The moment was graced by the 

presence of Dr Tejwant Gill, President, PWA; Sarabjit Singh, Chandigarh President, 

PWA and Sh. Rajendra Rajan, Secretary, PWA. The cultural eve started with the 

college prayer. Sh Nirmal Singh Dhillon, Chairman, Dev Samaj College of Education, 

and Secretary Dev Samaj welcomed and addressed the guests. Various music items 

were performed, including Folk Song by Ms. Rajbir Kaur and Qawalli by Dr. Jasbir 

Singh and songs by Annie Mahindru. A skit 

„Soch‟ highlighting social issues was also performed. The function concluded with 

Folk Dance of Punjab- Luddi. Dr. Agnese Dhillon, Principal of Dev Samaj College of 

Education thanked the delegates for their gracious presence. 
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BREAST CANCER AWARENESS TALK 

October 28, 2017 

Every year the October month is observed as Breast Cancer Awareness month. It is a 

global concern in the present time where the cases of cancer are increasing day by 

day and becoming the cause of death among women as per the studies every year 

https://news.devsamaj.org/2017/10/
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one million new cancer patients are diagnosed in India. Today breast cancer is 

budding as the most common cancer and 5th main cause of the death among 

women. According to GLOBOCAN (WHO) for the year 2012 an estimate of 40218 

women died in India due to cancer. Cancer is nothing but growth of abnormal cells 

in number or in size. To make young women aware about the spread of the breast 

cancer NSS units of Dev Samaj College of Education 36-B, Chandigarh organized 

breast cancer awareness talk. Dr.Kiranjit Kaur welcomed the speaker and laid stress 

on the importance of Breast Cancer Awareness. Dr. Sunaina Bansal, Cancer 

Specialist and Gynecologist from IVY Hospital, Mohali,  delivered her talk which 

was an eye opener with the data to support her content. She informed as per the 

research data 25% out of  30% of all cases were Indian citizen. It was an informative 

and valuable talk for the students of the college. She enlightened the students about 

the causes of breast cancer like sedentary lifestyle, westernization and unhealthy 

food habits, poor clothing  and the prevention of breast cancer through self analysis, 

consulting the gynecologist and on time can lead to healthy life among women and 

the deceased can be diagnosed and cured if exists. She urged the students that the 

women should open up in discussing the problem doubts and in case they feel any 

change in the size and shape of their breasts they should immediately consult the 

gynecologist.  

 By the end of the lecture, students asked the queries regarding the breast 

cancer and other health issues. Dr. Sunaina satisfied all the queries. The talk was 

organized under the supervision of Dr.Neeru Malik, NSS Programme Officer. 
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Participation in RUN For Unity organized by Municipal Corporation and 

Chandigarh Administration. (31.10.2017) 

Every year Govt. of India Celebrates 31st October (the birth anniversary of Sardar 

Patel) as Rashtriya Ekta Divas/the National Day of Unity. Sardar Patel, one of the 

founding fathers of the Republic of India, popularly referred to as the Iron man of 

freedom struggle, was known for protecting the unity of the country post-

independence on the 142 birth anniversary of sardar valabh bhai patel. The 

Chandigarh Administration in Collaboration with the Municipal Corporation Chd., 

Chandigarh Tourism, Run for Unity ,National Unity Day, Deptt of Cultural Affairs, 

Swachh Bharat mission, Sports DepttChd Administration and   NSS Deptt. UT Chd, 

Organized RUN FOR UNITY at Sukhna Lake, Chandigarh. About 126 NSS 

volunteers of Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector 36-B, Chandigarhwere a apart 

of 600 participants for RUN FOR UNITY activity along with their PO`s  Dr.Neeru 

Malik and Ms.Rajbirkaur participated in the activity. The list of the  volunteers was 

sent to the NSS state lieison officer beforehand. The units reported at 6:00 am on 

31.10.2018 at  sukhna lake to participate in the run for unity activity.The 

Administration Provided a free T-Shirt to every participant and for the programme 

officers and all the students when wore the t shirts it became the team ready in 

uniformity for RUN FOR UNITY.  

The race for RUN FOR UNITY was flagged by sh V.P. Singh Badnore, Administrator 

UT. Chandigarh along with Sh.Parimal Rai (IAS) and Adviser to the  Administrator 

UT Administration , Chandigarh. The officers and staff from DHE-Colleges and 

DHE-Schools , municipal corporation ,CRPF ,Sports Deptt were also present at the 

venue. The volunteers started the race from sukhna Lake along with the officials, 

teachers , CRPF,POLICE personals  coaches and  sports persons. The movement 

when it was flagged off by ShV.P.SinghBadnore and completed it successfully. With 

this our college NSS units completed one more assignment actively for the nation 

welfare. 
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At Delhi Prime Minister Narendra Modi flagged off 'Run For Unity' at Major Dhyan 

Chand National Stadium in Delhi on the 142nd birth anniversary of Sardar 

Vallabhbhai Patel. The Prime Minister remembered Sardar Patel's monumental 

contribution to India and tweeted, "We salute Sardar Patel on his Jayanti. His 

momentous service and monumental contribution to India can never be forgotten". 

After the run was over and  they were exhausted the administration provided 

refreshment to all the Participants. The college Volunteers thoroughly enjoyed the 

activity and for them it was an honor to come forward to develop unity among the 

masses in the country.  
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Talk on Facets of Knowledge 

09.11.2017 
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To promote skill development and understanding the concept the NSS units 

arranged an expert talk on the theme “Facets of Knowledge” was held for B.Ed and 

M.Ed students at Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector 36- B, Chandigarh. Dr. 

Manjula Kataria, Principal, Aryans College of Education, Banur was the expert 

speaker. Dr.Kiranjit Kaur welcomed the speaker and told the students to be very 

alert as madam is going to open your eye on the areas on the theme. Dr.Manjula in 

her lecture explains the knowledge is concerned about knowing something it can be 

self, other person, objects, natural things, manmade things, activities relationships, 

event etc. She mentioned in the process of knowledge an understanding the facets of 

knowledge  the educational institutions plays a significant role by providing 

different experiences. A part from school and college individual also learn from the 

knowledge from the outside exposure once had in life.She described the sources of 

knowledge. The whole session through out provoking and it became as interactive 

session where students actively participated and came up with their own 

experiences and understanding the knowledge of different things in different 

manner. They raise the queries and doubts to the resource person to which she 

answered well. The talk was concluded with the  on a high note. Dr.(Mrs.) Agnese 

Dhillon thanked Dr. Manjula Kataria for her enlightening talk. 
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 SWACHHTA APP AWARENESS CAMPAIGN 10.11.2017 

The NSS units of Dev Samaj College of Education, organized workshop to promote 

cleanliness in the city beautiful and to make citizens as mediator launched swachhta 

app. The administration further formed a team consisting of six to seven members 

includes coordinator, demonstrator legal adviser etc. The team was committed to 

visit every college of the city to empower volunteers about the swachhta app and 

make young generation aware about their responsibilities. As the youth today is 

technology familiar and most of the time carry smart phones. The students have 

been told that how just one click and send to the link can lead to the solution of a 

problem. The team started with the awareness campaign for swachhta, procedure of 

downloading the app. The volunteers were made to open the link, to download and 

they were sensitized to perform an important role by sending the photograph when, 

wherever they see the garbage, littering, dustbin in bad position damage roads to the 

link with MC Office Chandigarh Administration. The MC is committed to make 

solutions. The volunteers downloaded the app and promised to make city beautiful 

actual beautiful with clean and green environment of India. The aim of the 
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workshop was to improve the swachhta ranking status of Chandigarh for the clean 

cities of India.  
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A Talk and workshop on Neurobics: Exercising The Brain - Body 
Connections 13.11.2017 

The Department of Health and Physical Education and NSS Units of  Dev 

Samaj College of Education, sector 36, Chandigarh organized a lecture on Neurobics 

: Exercising Brain Body Connection. Principal of the college Dr. Agnese Dhillon, 

welcomed the resource person Prof. R. Harihara Prakash, Principal and Head, K.M 

Patel Institute of Physiotherapy, Shree Krishna Hospital, Gujarat. Prof. Harihara 

before starting his talk requested all the participants including teacher and 

volunteers to give rating to the scale of a questionnaire and write on papers 

(preferences) scale after the question he told every one to sum up the total score. The 

participants were confuse that what to do with this score and the answer came as 

keep it and you will later come to know but be active throughout the lecture and 

performed the activity which I will asked you to perform. The volunteers and the 

faculty were made to perform the unusual things and to get the coordination and 

balance. It was quite difficult. He emphasized that we used very little part of our 

brain but the brain get more activated by using or doing the unusual things. The 

more the unusual activity you will perform the more and efficient the brain will be 

in functioning. He showed how by practicing the left brain the write part gets 

activated and vice versa. The speaker, throughout the talk laid great stress on 

conditioning the brain by performing unusual exercises to create a good balance 

between right and left segments of the brain. During the talk, the Doctor introduced 
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many exercises to spice up our usual life. The lecture concluded with a few questions 

from the students‟ side, which were answered in a welcoming manner by the 

resource person. 
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One day NSS Camp at Village Buterlaand  Campus Cleanliness Drive 14.11.17 

It was the Children day celebration across the country an NSS volunteers during 

their internship programme organized different activities to mark the birth 

anniversary of Chacha Nehru to celebrate Children Day but in the college the 

celebration were of different kind. Our Children's (the volunteers) took swachhta in 

their hands to celebrate this day by taking an initiate to clean the college campus and 

surroundings inside and to visit to villegeButerla to hold Rally to celebrate this great 

day with the mission to make college campus neat and clean alongwith their NSS 

Programme Officers. The Chairman Shriman Nirmal Singh Dhillon Ji said he is 

touched upon the way the student volunteers under NSS Units have celebrated the 

day and I am satisfied and happy that the society is in safe hands. Madam Principal 

appreciated the programme officers and volunteers for this unique celebrations and 

further motivated then to keep the celebrations by holding these kind of practices.  
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7DAY & NIGHT NSS SPECIAL CAMP 

(30th Nov. 2017 to 06th Dec 2017) 

Day 1: 30th November, 2017 

Inauguration of NSS Camp 

 

 The 7 day and night NSS Special Camp (2017-18)  was inaugurated on 30th 

November, 2017, by Sh. Bikram Rana, State Liaison Officer, NSS Cell, UT 

Administration, Chandigarh at Dev Samaj College of Education, Chandigarh. Dr. 

(Mrs.) Agnese Dhillon, Principal Dev Samaj College Of Education welcomed the 

chief guest and highlighted the services rendered till date by the NSS units of the 

college and the awards received for the best NSS National Unit, NSS Programme 

Officer and best NSS Volunteer by the college NSS Units. The programme started 

with the college prayer "BhalaChahna Manush Matar Ka Kare InsanWajif Hai" 
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followed by a short poem and a presentation on the aims and objectives of NSS. NSS 

song "Uthe Samaj k Liye Uthe" was performed by the NSS volunteers followed by a 

short poem and power point presentation on the aims and objectives made by the 

volunteers. The presentation on the various NSS activities held till 29th November 

2017 was presented  by Dr. Neeru Malik and Ms.Rajbirkaur. The Chief Guest 

Sh.Bikram Singh Rana State Liaison Officer NSS, UT Chandigarh addressed the NSS 

volunteers and congratulated them for opting 7 day and night NSS special camp. 

Sh.Rana explained the objectives of National Social Service Scheme, the aim for 

organizing special NSS camps and  Role of NSS volunteers in social development 

and sustainability,  further he motivated the volunteers to enjoy and work whole 

heartedly in each and every activity of the camp for better outcome by highlighting 

the achievements of the college and contribution to the society in the past he said the 

college is an example for the services for the society.  The theme of the NSS camp 

was Clean India Green India and its vision and mission of  the National Social 

Service Scheme which are similar to the vision and mission of our Great Founder, 

Bhagwan Dev Atma- Sh. Satya Nand Agnihotri Ji. The ceremony concluded with a 

vote of thanks by Dr. Neeru Malik and Ms. Rajbir Kaur, NSS Programme Officers. 
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Second Session 

In the second session for the systematic planning and management of the camp an 

interactive session was organized, volunteers introduced themselves and their 

hobbies  after which they were divided into ten groups and formation of different 

committees was made and volunteers were put on duty with rotation under these 

committees. The aim of the committees was to nurture the skill of management, 

administration, and organization and for better understanding for the nature of 

duty. after assigning the duty. 
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Cleanliness Drive during NSS Camp 

The day 1 dedicated to the institution cleanliness the volunteer groups and took 

charge to clean every area of the college. The college believes in The Swachh  

BharatSwasth Bharat and one has to contribute to uplift the standards of Swachhata 

at home, in surroundings  and for the community. The college NSS units regularly 

performing the duties for the cleanliness drives and educating communities to come 

together for making India clean India, for attaining the mission the volunteers 

regularly perform duties in the college and outside college i.e. Lectures on 

swachhata, cleanliness complain, signature campaign drives, poster making, slogan 

writing, painting competition, poem recitations, songs and ppt`s  etc. Even the 

second year student volunteers carried out the drive during their four months 

internship program along with the coordination of the NSS deptt. of the schools.  
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LUNCH BREAK 

 

 

 

The refreshment and lunch committee prepared the food for the volunteers on duty 

themselves they enjoyed the preparation, serving and cleaning utensils. 

EVENING SESSION 

Ms.Rajbir Kaur, NSS Programme Officer delivered a talk on the responsibilities and 

commitment of NSS volunteers. In her talk she told the students that serving 

voluntarily is a serious task which demand the commitment and selfless attitude. 

She highlighted the services of the pass out volunteers of the college who set an 

example in the area of social services. she mentioned how serving with the selfless 

attitude to the under privileged section of the society gives satisfaction to the self. 

Further she motivated the volunteers to come up with the commitment and full 

responsibility.   
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Day 2: December 1, 2017 

 

REPORT TO THE VILLAGE BUTERLA  

The volunteers alongwith their NSS Programme Officers reached to the adopted 

village Buterla. The interaction with the village sarpanch was held. The sarpanch 

addressed the volunteers and told that they have given the most safe and sacred 

place the gurdwara hall of the village and as it is a holly place and they must be in 

discipline and follow the rules and regulations of this place. He said he do not want 

to said this to the Dev Samaj volunteers as he never had any problem but it is his 

duty to get you familiar with the ground rules of this place. In his message to the 

volunteers he said he has faith that Dev Samaj NSS Units are going to perform 

unique and creative practices here as observed past practices. He also  informed the 

need of the village and areas to work upon.  

Second Session 

https://news.devsamaj.org/2017/12/
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Campaign to promote Blood Donation 

It has been observed the cases of Road  Accidents, Dengue, Cancer, Thalesemia  or 

medical reasons and emergencies are increasing day by day and sometimes to too 

many individuals at great extent the loss of blood has been found and they depend 

upon the blood from outside (by donor) to be transmitted to their bodies for 

survival. It is a regular feature of the college NSS Units to organize Blood donation 

camp in the college premises and free medical camp for the villagers of the adopted 
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village. To have a good number of donors the NSS units along with program officers 

organized different activities i.e Awareness Talk given by Dr.TanviSood from 

GMCH-32,Chd , Motivational talks by NSS Programme officers of the college, 

Pledge taking ceremony for donating blood, signature campaign to promote blood 

donation, (in side college and in the adopted village Buterla) poster making, slogan 

writing competitions and poem recitations etc.  

RALLY ON CLEANLINESS AND  SWACHATTA DRIVE 

The volunteers executed rally on Swachhta in the residential and in the market of 

Buterla village. The voice reached to every ear to come together for making village a 

clean village. The NSS programme officers and volunteers create slogans like "Jan 

Jan ko ye batlana Bharat ko Swachh Banana hai", "Ham Sab ka Hai Ek Hi Naara, 

Swachh  Swasth of BahartHamara" etc. The villagers came out from their houses and 

even offered water to the volunteers on duty.   
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LUNCH BREAK 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WORLD AIDS DAY CELEBRATION 

 1st December of every year is observed as World's AIDS Day. This is a deadly 

deceased which gets transmitted due to various reasons and the preventions and 

curative measures are the tools to prevent this deadly deceased and cared and 

treatment can save the lives or gives longtivity to the infected person. For this sex 

education, preventive measures and time to time medical checkup education are 

necessary to be imparted. In India we hesitated to discuss these issues in public and 

the education is not being given to the students. NSS volunteers can do wonders and 
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can contribute to a great extent to sensitize and to make people aware about this 

deadly deceased its causes and preventive measures. To observe World's AIDS Day 

on the second day of ongoing special camp NSS units Dev Samaj college of 

Education, sector 36 – B ,Chandigarh, celebrated WORLD AID‟s DAY in the college 

premises and Volunteers participated in poster making, slogan writing, debates, 

poem recitation etc. All the activities were held under the guidance of Dr.(Mrs.) 

Neeru Malik and Ms. Rajbir, NSS Programme Officers. 

Talk on HIV-AIDS Awareness 

 An awareness lecture was arranged on  awareness of  HIV AIDS. The 

Resource Person of the lecture  was  Mr. Sunil, Assistant Director, Youth Affair, 

Chandigarh. He spoke about the causes, need of awareness regarding AIDS and 

facts about blood donation. He mentioned today youth don't hesitate to be in 

relationship before marriage and some time these relationship are short and they 

commit mistakes and sometimes they get infected with deadly virus. We are 

adopting western culture but it is at the cost of ethics and values. In India there is a 

dire need of education on awareness of HIV AIDS.   He also encouraged the students 

to be active blood donors. Mr.Sunil further judged the posters and slogan made by 

the volunteers and prizes were given to the winners by Mr. Sunil and Dr. Agnese 

Dhillon, Principle of the college. Dr. Agnese Dhillon thanked the resource person for 

sharing his knowledge and making the session a successful one and congratulated 

the NSS programme officers and all the volunteers on the successful competition of 

day one 

In the late evening the students enjoyed the recreation activities and there was no 

sign of fatigue. The volunteers full of energy and they were told the line of action for 

the day 3 of the camp.   
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Day 3: December 2 , 2017  

Mahotsav :Values are caught, not taught 

 MORNING SESSIONNSS  

NSS volunteers on Day three in the morning session attended the sabha during 

ongoing mahotsav celebration on the Birth Anniversary on Bhagwan Dev Atma 

from 2 DEC to 5 DEC. 2017. The theme of the sabha was Values are caught not 

taught. Various lecture on moral values were delivered by the experts and 

presentation of  bhajans and  views were presented by the teachers and students. We 

all are familiar with the aim of education that is to inculcate moral, intellectual and 

physical well being in the citizens. The Importance of learning, in enabling the 

individual to put his potentials to optimal use, is self-evident. Educational 

institutions can play a significant role in the promotion of values. Increase in 

Juvenile delinquency is a crisis to youth who under goes the process of personal 

growth. In such situation value education assumes a special significance. Value 

Education awakens curiosity, development of proper interests, attitudes, values and 

capacity to think and judge about oneself. Value Education helps in Promoting 

Social and Natural Integration. In the Vedic period, In Ashram education, the Guru 

insists his sishya to follow certain values throughout his life. Socialist, Secular, 

Democratic, Justice, Liberty Equality, Fraternity, Dignity of the individuals and 

integrity of the nation are the ideal conditions in the Constitution. Our values in life 

must draw their inspiration from these ideals.Keeping in view, lectures  on different 

topics like moral values, a person's duty towards self, society and nature were 

organized to nurture the young minds.  No individual is a human being in the 

working world until he has been educated in the proper sense. As we all know that 

music has always been a part of our education. It can foster bonds between people 

and communicate values and identity. It is considered as a source of culture and 

civilization. The students presented various bhajans under the guidance of Ms. 

Rajbir Kaur, Assistant professor, teaching of music. A lot of research has evidenced 

http://www.gktoday.in/reference/role-of-educational-institutions-in-inculcating-values/
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the important functions of music listening in personal (cognition and emotion), 

social (relationships and personal values) and cultural (cultural values and 

transmission of culture) aspects.Volunteers also attended the different sessions 

(Sabhas), listen the lectures and bhajans, performed various duties like maintaining 

discipline, refreshment duties and decorations, press release etc. The college NSS 

volunteers alongwithMs.Rajbir Kaur and Ms.Narinder also performed bhajan in the 

sabha.  

 

Rally on Awareness Campaign on Swachhta and free medical camp 

NSS volunteers of Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector-36 B, Chandigarh carried 

out an awareness rally regarding the swachhta and its aims and objective. The 

students prepared posters and slogans and displayed them by holding them up 

during the rally. This was an effort by the NSS volunteers again and again clubbing 

their voice unite and on a high note to spread the message and the mission of Govt. 

of India the dream of clean and green India. The area councilor Mr.Hardeep Singh 

appreciated the attempt of NSS volunteers and thanked them for coming forward to 

be an active citizen for achieving the dream of Swachh Bharat. 
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DRAWING ACTIVITY FOR VILLAGE CHILDREN 

The childhood is full of energy, enthusiasm and have the power to bring the 

attraction of elders on their act or behavior and the wings of change. The attempt to 

bring the attention of the parents of the neighborhood and of the villagers  towards 

the messages that children want to convey in regard to cleanliness and healthy 

environment.  More than ninety children from four to thirteen years participated in 

the activity and themes for the colors were clean India Green India, Use Paytm, save 

water and save paper etc. The children were given free stationary items for the 

activity and every participants was awarded with packet of colors and refreshment. 
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 Rally for Free Medical Checkup at Village Buterla 

Rally on free medical checkup that was to be held the next day in the adopted village 

i.e. 04.12.2017. The volunteers informed the villagers that NSS units of Dev Samaj 

College of Education, as arranged   medical services and medicines free of cost to be 

provided by the Doctors free of cost. The villagers came to know that they can visit 

to the village gurudwara  for their medical checkup and consultancy. The Clinics 

were set up for general medical checkup, diabetes checkup, blood pressure checkup, 

eye checkup, genie checkup and skin and hair checkup. The villagers came out for 

the queries and details of the camp to which the NSS programme officers and 

volunteers satisfactory answered. The slogan for the free medical camp were 

"KalSubhGurdwareke Hall me Aanahai aur Apna Free Medical Checkup 

Karwanahai", "Kal Subah GurdwaremeinaayeApneKhoon ki JaanchKarwaye" etc. 
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LUNCH BREAK 

 

Traffic Police: Strategies ForSelf Safety 

The Programme Officer an informative seminar in collaboration with  Chandigarh 

Traffic Police Administration for the NSS volunteers and villagers. A team of traffic 

police comprising of Mr.Gajinder and   Mr. Bhupinder Singh at the Village 

Gurudwara. The seminar was about self safety measures to be taken while driving. 

Mr.Gajinder delivered a lecture on Road Safety and preventive measures after a 
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presentation was given by Mr. Bhupinder Singh was shown to the volunteers 

regarding wearing helmets and the  safety signs to be kept in mind while on road, 

the traffic cop transformed the massage on road safety in a very creative manner 

which was through songs. Later, a quiz on road safety and traffic rules and 

regulation was conducted by the Resource Persons in which the volunteers and 

villagers participated actively and the winners were awarded with the gifts. The 

seminar was concluded with the pledge taken by volunteers for implementation of 

the Traffic Rules in their daily lives. 

 

 

 

The evening volunteers exchanged their experiences and learnings in the groups and 

played their childhood and traditional games.  

Day 4:  

December 3, 2017 

Free Medical Camp During NSS Camp   

 

 The NSS Units of Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector 36-B, Chandigarh 

organized a Free Medical Camp on the auspicious occasion of 167th Birth 

Anniversary of Bhagwan Dev Atma (Founder Dev Samaj), co sponsored by State 

Bank of India, Sector 22, Chandigarh at village Buterla, during the 4th day of 7 Day & 

Night NSS camp i.e. 03.12.2017. Free Medical Camp includes free eye checkup, blood 

sugar checkup, blood pressure test, genie checkup and general medical and skin and 

https://news.devsamaj.org/2017/12/
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hair checkups. The camp was inaugurated by Sh. Hardeep Singh, the area counselor 

ward no.10 of village Buterla along with Sh. Gurmurkh Singh, sarpanch  of the 

village. A team of doctors from GMCH for various clinics arrived the venue, 

gurdwara hall at 8.00 am.  Approximate 250 villagers were checked during the camp 

and free medicines and optical frames  were distribution to the needy people. 

One side the medical camp was in progress on the other the volunteers were 

bringing the villagers to the camp for the free medical checkup. 
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Rally on  Swachhta and blood donation 

 NSS Volunteers along with the children took out a rally for awareness of 

Swachhta. The posters and slogans prepared by the Children were of a great extent 

and spreading the message in the air among the villagers. 

 

 

Poster making and slogan writing 

 NSS Volunteers organized Poster making and slogan writing activity for 

children. More than 100 children participated in the activity on the themes- 

Cleanliness, Personal hygiene, Traffic rules, Female feticide and health. All the 

children were motivated and awarded with the free stationary and gift items. Dr. 

Madhu Prashar, Principal Dev Samaj College For Women Ferozpur and Dr. Manoj 

Kumar member council Dev Samaj presented the gifts to the children along with the 

NSS participants. 
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PIDILITE ART AND CRAFTWORKSHOP  

 NSS units in collaboration with pidilite arranged a workshop on Art and 

Craft- Ms. Santosh from pidilite held the workshop and empowered the village 

people and volunteers for making creative material from the waste. 

The aim of this workshop is to develop the skill of creativity from the waste material 

as well as from the raw material. The interest  when meet the platform can lead to 

independent imitative and can lead to establishing self employment.  
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Day 5:  

December 4, 2017  

 

Blood Donation Camp 

Blood Donation camp 

To Mark the birth anniversary of the founder Dev Samaj, Bhagwan Dev Atmaji  The 

NSS Units of the college  in collaboration with Blood Donation Club of the college 

and  GMCH-32, Chandigarh successfully organized the blood donation camp on 

4.12.2017 in the college premises at a large scale. The arrangements for the purpose 

were very well taken into consideration and needful were done. It was 4.12.2018, the 

Venue was ready, the flaxes were up on the walls and on the stands, Volunteers 

were on toes to welcome the Team GMCH and the donors. The team of doctors 

arrived at 8.00 am and looked after the arrangements and appreciated the work of 

the college, they settled their positions and volunteers were deputed with each sub-

teams on different stages of the camp.   

The camp was inaugurated by  Shri Nirmal Singh ji Dhillon, Secretary, Dev Samaj 

and Chairman, Dev Samaj College of Education, sector 36-B, Chandigarh along with 

Sh. Rabinder Sharma Fellow P.U. CHD,  Dr. Agnese Dhillon Principal of the college 

and Dr. Madhu Prasher, Member Council Dev Samaj and Principal Dev Samaj 

College for Women, Ferozpur and Sh. Manoj Madan, Principal Dev Samaj school, 

Delhi and member council Dev Samaj by releasing of heart shape red colored 

balloons (massage for blood donation up in the air) and  ribbon cutting ceremony. 

The Chairman sir and other dignitaries visited the venue, interacted with the team of 

doctors, volunteers and the donors. He thanked the donors for coming over here for 

this noble cause and appreciated the efforts of collaborated team of NSS Units, Blood 

Donation club and GMCH for this noble cause. He appreciated the volunteers for 

their excellent team work. 

https://news.devsamaj.org/2017/12/
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After the inauguration ceremony the Donors reported at step-1, the registration 

Counter and processed further for Step-2 the checking of the Hemoglobin and after 

getting a green signal they moved  to the  Step-3  last phase i.e the blood donation . 

NSS volunteers provided all the assistance to the team of doctors, to the blood 

donors and to the committees for the successful organization of the camp  . In this 

camp  more than 100 successful blood  units were collected the number could have 

been more  as there were 36 rejections due to medical or other reasons. The college 

has  made arrangements for the refreshments to the donors, doctors team ,staff and 

volunteers, supportive staff of the college and other guest . Dr. Agnese Dhillon 

Principal of the college appreciated the NSS volunteers and said “I am proud on 

you” and have faith in my students and volunteers that they will leave no stone 

behind to work for the social cause and she motivated them to keep serving with 

same commitment even after passing from the college. The camp was successfully 

organized under the able guidance of Principal Dr.(Mrs.)Agnese Dhillon and 

supervision of Dr.Neeru Malik, Dr.Anuradha Agnihotri, Ms.Rajbir Kaur and 

Ms.Shefali Cheema. The donors and the volunteers were provided with the 

refreshment. The College has made arrangement for medical emergency as well.  
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LUNCH BREAK 
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Campaign on the day of Blood Donation Camp  

Signature Campaign to promote Blood Donation 

NSS volunteers launched a signature campaign to promote blood donation and 

for this cause they approached the visiting donors faculty of the college, 

participants ongoing birth anniversary celebrations of Bhagwan Dev Atma 

Founder Dev Samaj and among volunteers of the camp. the campaign was of great 

success and volunteers felt the need of awareness campaign of the blood 

donations. 
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POSTER AND SLOGAN WRITING COMPETITION FOR 

STUDENTS OF VARIOUS EDUATIONAL INSTITUTIONS OF DEV 

SAMAJ  

NSS volunteers organized "donate blood" Poster Making and slogan writing activity 

for the students. Students from various schools and colleges participated in the 

activity. Approximate 76 students participated in the donate blood theme activity. 

The children in a very short time with the team work prepared beautiful posters and 

slogans which were later displayed to the public.  
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Day 6: 

5th December 2017   

Rally  HIV-AIDS Awareness  

 NSS Volunteers Took Out Rally On HIV- AIDS Awareness In The Village 

Buterla. Sh. Hardeep Singh, Area Counselor, ward no. 10, Village Buterla, 

Chandigarh  accompanied the volunteers. The volunteers made the villagers aware 

of the AIDS- its symptoms, cure and the related myths. The self prepared slogans 

"HIV se naGhabrayeapneKhoon ki JanchKarwaye", "Jan Jan ko ye Samjhana Hai 

Bharat ko HIV mukat Banana hai", "Jab ham 

karengekhulkarbaatTabhiaayegaSamneSamadhan" etc.  were made during the rally. 

The rally covered the market area, residential areas, parks etc. of the village. The 

shop keepers and the residents came out to the response of the rally on HIV AIDS 

awareness. A big knot of red ribbon to mark the HIV AIDS awareness campaign 

were carried out by the volunteers along with the area counselor Sh.Hardeep Singh, 

Dr.Neeru Malik and Ms.Rajbir Kaur. 
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 DEVELOPING SKILLS OF FABRIC PAINTING AND JEWELLERY 

MAKING:WORKSHOP 

 NSS units in collaboration with acient paints pidilite arranged a workshop on 

fabric painting and making jewelry by using the raw material and  pidilite paints. 

MrsSantosh ,demonstrated ways of making different things from clay and paint. The 

creativity was attended by the Children of the village, young girls and NSS 

volunteers at the Village Gurudwara where they learnt different techniques of art 

and clay modeling. The participants asked the resource persons how they should 

select the cloth and the colors and from where the material for making artificial 

jewelry can be purchased. Mrs.Santosh answer to the every question made by the 

participants.  
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LUNCH 

 

 

CLEANLINESS DRIVE 

 

 NSS volunteers of Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector-36 B, Chandigarh 

carried out a Cleanliness Drive in the Adopted Village Buterla.. Sh. Hardeep Singh, 

Area Counselor, ward no. 10, Village Buterla, Chandigarh Inaugurated the drive 

along with the NSS Programme Officers and villagers. The cleanliness drive 

started from the venue of the camp Gurudwara Sahib. The volunteers, Programme 

Officers and area counsellor alongwith the villagers carried out the drive in the 

village at a large scale. The assistance from Municipal Corporation for providing the 

garbage collectors were arranged so that after cleanliness no garbage should be left 

behind. The pre and post observation of the rally presented a beautiful picture of 

clean India and health in hands were very much visible. The villagers served water 

and lime juice to the volunteers and joined hands along with the NSS units for 

cleaning their area. The mass participation led to good results. The counselor 

thanked the NSS Programme Officers for arranging cleanliness drive and active 

participation of the volunteers and villagers for the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan.  

 „Har din harraatkarega 

Har hath jab saafkarega 

Saath jab saathrahega 

Tab ye tera bharat 
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Tab ye merabharat 

Ham sabh ka ye payara bhaarat 

Saafrahegasaafrahega‟ 

by Dr. Neeru Malik 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FUN ACTIVITIES 
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Fun activities were organized for the NSS volunteers to create stress free 

environment. The volunteers enjoyed the activities with the great enthusiasm  

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

EVENING SESSION 

 

International resource person for Role of languages in education- 
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 A Lecture on the Importance of Regional Languages was delivered by an 

International Delegate, Japanese Prof. TomioMizokami, in which he threw light on 

the role of regional languages in contemporary education. He himself spoke in 

different languages including Punjabi, Hindi, Urdu. 

 

Later Prof. YograjAngrish, Former Coordinator NSS and chairman Deptt. of Punjabi, 

Panjab University, Chandigarh addressed the volunteers and shared his views on 

the national service scheme. He highlighted the activities during his tenure and 

efforts to make NSS as an elective subject for the under graduate students. He 

further informed the students that Panjab University is the first and only in India 

started giving certificates to the NSS volunteers on A, B & C pattern and they are 

entitled to have the benefit of 1% each certificate on their percentage of marks.  
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Day 7:  December 6, 2017  

NSS CAMP CONCLUDING DAY 

Seminar on Beautification and cosmetology 

On the concluding day of the 7 Day and Night Special NSS Camp NSS Units 

organized a seminar on Beautification and cosmetology for the NSS Volunteers . 

Mrs. Sheetal Kapoor from the Famford academy was the resource person, who 

guided the students regarding beauty tips and self grooming. The demonstrations 

on the theme were enjoyed by the volunteers and the queries were answered 

satisfactorily. Mrs.Sheetal Kapoor further informed the volunteers about the skill 

India mission of Govt. of India and what courses are available at her institution 

which can be availed and students from economical weaker section can endrol under 

these courses free of cost. A certificate of the course will be provided by the govt. of 

India. 

 

 

The Concluding Session of 7 Day and Night Special NSS Camp 

 The concluding ceremony of 7 Day and Night  Special NSS Camp for the 

session 2017-18. NSS Units of Dev Samaj College of Education was held today 

(06.12.17). Dr. Agnese Dhillon, Principal Dev Samaj College of Education welcomed 

the guests and the gathering. The function started with the college prayer followed 

by the NSS Song ' uthey samaj keliyeuthe" and  performance was made by the 

village children on the NSS song. The village were prepared by the NSS volunteers 

for the NSS song, aims and objectives of NSS and patriotic songs. The Children 

https://news.devsamaj.org/2017/12/
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performance was enjoyed and appreciated with a big round of  aplause as there was 

sound of clapping all around. NSS volunteers presented the sequence of speeches, 

poems and play on NSS and swachhata. A power point presentation covering all the 

activities organized during 7 day and  night special NSS camp. The volunteers 

conducted a quiz/question session on the activities held during the camp and 

volunteers answered the questions. Mrs.Santosh Sharma, Chairperson Social Welfare 

Advisory  Board, U.T. Administration, Chandigarh was the chief guest. Dr. Navdeep 

Sharma, Coordinator NSS Panjab University, Chandigarh and Sh. Hardeep Singh, 

Area Counselor, ward no. 10, Village Buterla, Chandigarh were the esteemed guests 

of honor for the concluding ceremony of the camp. Mrs. SatoshSarma appreciated 

the efforts made by NSS volunteers. She said women has great responsibility to be 

performed in the society and I am happy that this college is preparing them to 

perform all the responsibilities. To motivate the volunteers out of our own pocket 

she handed over Rs.2000/- to Dr.Neeru Malik and Ms.Rajbir Kaur, NSS Programme 

Officer to distribute chocolate among the volunteers and the children for their work. 

The Area Counselor Sh.Hardeep Singh  recognized the services rendered in the 

village by the NSS Units towards the society and gave a motivating speech. In her 

address Dr. Navdeep Sharma congratulated the Principal, NSS Volunteers and the 

Programme Officers on the successful completion of the 7 day and night special NSS 

camp. She was quoted saying “JAB MAIN NSS VOLUNTEERS KO DEKHTI HUN TO 

SOCHTI HU KI YEH KYA-KYA KAAM KAR SAKTE HAIN AUR YAHAN AAKAR 

AUR DEV SAMAJ COLLEGE OF EDUCATION KE VOLUNTEERS KI SERVICES KO 

DEKHNE K BAAD MUJHE SOCHNA PADD RAHA HAI KI YE ISSE ZYADA KYA 

KAR SAKTE HAIN“. These remarks took everybody to heights unimaginable. The 

posters and slogans prepared by the volunteers and the villagers were displayed for 

the guest. They observed and remarked as unbelievable and said no area is left 

behind to work upon. The whole event was appreciated by the guests and the vote 

of thanks was extended by Dr. (Mrs.) Neeru Malik. The camp and the function was 

successfully organized under the supervision of Dr. Neeru Malik and Ms. Rajbir 

Kaur, NSS Programme Officers.  
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  Some Light Moments & Recreational Activities  

   “All Work and No Play Make Jack a Dull Boy” NSS volunteers of the college 

thoroughly enjoyed their duties and actively participated in each and every activity 

of organized in  college. After the activities whenever there was free time or time 

during their 7 day and night NSS camp many  light moments shared by them. Its not 

just saying the light moments but they were the moments of happiness sharing and 

caring making  fun and laughing madly on one or other reasons spread happiness, 

stress free life, full of energy , togetherness , finding good friends for life and 

developing good repo with program officers , villagers and gaining confidence  and 

group coordination for better outcome. Happiness is an energy  drink…take it. 

Recreation activities like participating minor and major games, creativity on painting 

an block painting ,playingluddo, chess, carom, target game ring toss etc as recreation 

activities , free exercises and traditional games also played by the volunteers.    
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2ND NATIONAL SPORTS MEET (FOR CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS 
PERSONS WITH MENTALLY INTELLECTUAL  DISABLED PEOPLE) 13TH TO 
15TH DEC 2017. 
 
The Govt. Rehabilitation Institute for Intellectual disability Sector 31, Chandigarh in 

collaboration with GMCH and Chandigarh Administration organized the 2nd 

National sports Meet for persons with Intellectual disabilities from 13th to 15th Dec 

2017. Dr.Neeru Malik is a volunteer to organize the sports and other social events for 

the intellectual disabled persons with special abilities. this year to for the special 

national sports meet Dr.Neeru Malik, NSS Programme Officers, along with the 

college NSS volunteers provided assistance for the smooth and successful 

organization of the National and volunteers off and on the arena provided help to 

the specially able sports children.  
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The inauguration was held in the Sector 16, cricket stadium by U.T. Administrator 

Sh.V.P.Badnore Ji. The welcome address was given by Prof.Chaavan, Director 

GRIID, The chief guest addressed the gathering. Vote of thanks presented by 

Dr.VaaniRatna Officers Incharge.  

Approximate 18 team comprising different special schools and institutes of India 

participated in boys and girls for the disciplines of athletics, basket ball, football, 

cricket, badminton and table tennis.    

 
On closing ceremony the Chief Guest was Mr.Anurag Aggarwal, Home Secretary 

was the Chief Guest on the closing ceremony. The event was sponsored by 

AmbujaCemet. The aim of this National Sports meet for specially abled children was 

to give a message to the society that they are equipped with special abilities and 

provide them equal opportunities and they will excel  national and as well as 

International level. The Chief Guest congratulated the organizers and appreciated 

the volunteer services of Dr.NeeruMailk and the volunteers of the college.  
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Youth Welfare through Sports Activities and Participation (session 2017-2018)  

As well said by Plato , the great philosopher “Mens Sana in Corpore Sano” in letin 

phrase which means “Sound Mind in a Sound Body”. Body is a temple of soul and to 

keep this body fit one has to work on their physical development to work more 

efficiently and effectively . To achieve the same the collage regularly holds classes on 

sports participation and yoga. Participation in sports and yoga  activities not only 

develop your physical strength it also improves the Neuro-Muscular coordination, 

Psychological health, emotional well being and Social health and social skills and 

above all playing under rules and regulations teaches them ethics and be ready for 

punishments and penalties in case of intentional misconduct. This also helps them to 

adjust well and the competencies for life skills are also simultaneously gets 

developed. By participating in team games, for example ,where you have to work as 

one unit ,the social skills  like understanding,  scarifies, leadership qualities, decision 

making power, problem solving ability, group coordination etc. gets development 
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and the same life skills development help them to adjust well in the society and 

work for the socal welfare .The students   of the college  who are also NSS volunteers  

reularly participate in the sports activities for physical strength and muscular 

coordination. This year also apart from participation sthe students cum volunteers 

repersented the college teams to participate in the Panjab University sports inter 

college `C`division inter college competition in Athletics , Basketball, 

Volleyball,Table Tennis, Kho-Kho, Badminton and Yoga and brought laurels to the 

college by winning Ist, IInd and IIIrd positions in the competitions.  Principal of the 

college Dr.Agnese Dhillon and  Teacher InchargeDr.Neeru Malik have been 

awarded with the sports promotor award by the sports Department, Panjab 

University Chandigarh    
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LOHRI CELEBRATIONS 

(12 January 2018) 

 Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector 36-B, Chandigarh celebrated Lohri 

with a lot of exuberance. Shriman Nirmal Singh Ji Dhillon, Chairman, Dev Samaj 

and Dr.(Mrs.) Agnese Dhillon, Principal presided over the function. The function 

began with the lightening of bonfire followed by singing of traditional Lohri songs 

like KhushianMnaye ji aeeshagna di Lohri,  SundarMundriye, Hukka bhai Hukka 

and many others by music deptt of the college. A solo dance and Punjabi group 

dance performances were also held. Peanuts and gajjak were distributed among the 

students. Dr. Agnese Dhillon thanked everyone and gave her blessings. The college 

management committee congratulated the  Chairman sir, Principal, teachers and 

students for the first Lohri of the new building of the college, to Dr.AnitaNangia for 

her son's wedding (Vaibhav with Anumeha), Dr.Kamini Gupta for the new house, to 

Mrs.Shefali Cheema and Mrs.Archna on their sons' first Lohri as well as happy lohri 

wish to the newly married girls student of the college. The volunteers promised that 

they will celebrate the lohri of their children (Son and daughter) equally. 
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BASANT PANCHAMI CELEBRATIONS 

January 22, 2018 

 NSS Units of Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector 36-B , Chandigarh 

celebrated Basant Panchami in a grand way. Dr. Balwinder Kaur, Principal, Dev 

Samaj College of Education, Ferozepur was the Chief Guest on the occasion. 

Dr.(Mrs.) Agnese Dhillon, Principal, Dev Samaj College of Education, Chandigarh 

welcomed the Chief Guest. She highlighted  the importance of this cultural festival 

as it is celebrated to mark the change of season. The function began with a ladies 

traditional song. the event for Ms.Basant was held by performing in the modeling. 

The judges short listed the participants and in round two they performed the activity 

of their choice. Further in round 3 they answered the questions of the judges that 

was related to the social development and family welfare. Various competitions like 

Ms.Basant, Ladies Traditional Song, Kite Flying, Fresh Flower Arrangement, 

Modelling, Basant Special Dishes Preparation were organized. Students also 

performed various traditional and folk dance items to mark the occasion. Shubhleen 

was adjudged as Miss Basant. Titles of Miss Confident, Charming and Elegant were 

also given to the participants. 

https://news.devsamaj.org/2018/01/
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 Dr. Agnese Dhillon thanked Dr. Neeru Malik and Ms. Rajbir Kaur, NSS 

Program Officers for organizing the event. The students and faculty members were 

clad in yellow color to celebrate the festival. 

  

  

 

 

NATIONAL GIRL CHILD DAY CELEBRATION 
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January 24, 2018   

 

 NSS Units of Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector-36 B, Chandigarh in 

collaboration with Peace Club organised a fest “Soar High, Touch the Sky” to 

celebrate Girls Rights on National Girl Child Day. The function began with the 

college prayer followed by a group song. Shriman Nirmal Singh Ji Dhillon, 

Chairman, Dev Samaj, was the chief guest for the occasion. He addressed the 

gathering and spoke about the history of respectful position of women in Dev Samaj. 

Shri Nirmal Singh Dhillon Ji along with teachers and students released balloons with 

messages of rights and dignity of girls. Girls participated in "message to the society" 

actively they wrote a massage and stick it with the balloon and released in the Air 

Students presented their views on the same theme through poem recitation, 

speeches and a PowerPoint  presentation. Slogan writing competition was also held. 

Shri. Nirmal Singh Ji Dhillon congratulated  Dr. Richa Sharma, Incharge, Peace Club 

and Dr. Neeru Malik & Ms. Rajbir Kaur, NSS Programme Officers, for the grand 

success of the event.  

 
 

https://news.devsamaj.org/2018/01/
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NATIONAL PULSE POLIO DRIVE 2018 ORIENTATION PROGRAMME 

January 24, 2018 

The Orientation programme for the second cycle of the the National Pulse Polio 

Drvie organized made by NSS Units of Dev Samaj College of Education also 

organised.  

The Orientation programme was aimed to prepare the NSS volunteers, teachers of 

the schools and NSS programme officers for the 3 days “National Pulse Polio Drive 

2018”.The Orientation programme was  conducted by Dr. Deepshikha Kanwar, 

Dental Officer, Civil Dispensary-19,Sector-19 A, Chandigarh and Mr. Ram Ahor, 

 MPHW,Civil Dispensary, Sector-35, Chandigarh. The orientation was held for NSS 

Volunteers of Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector-36, NSS Programme Officers, 

MCM DAV Sector-36 volunteers and teachers of GNPS-36 & GMHS Sector-36, 

Chandigarh. Orientation plus polio drive held on 28th Jan to 30th Jan 2018. the 

https://news.devsamaj.org/2018/01/
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orientation programme includes the reporting time, collection of boxes how to 

unseal the polio drop bottle how to preserve. She focused on one should looking 

after the square and cirlcel on the rap shit and if the color changes do not use the 

drop. It need to be changed. How many children can be given drops from one bottle 

why to cap after every administration. Further she told that maintaining record is 

very good and that has to be appropriate manner for the data presentation and 

actual no. of administration. 
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NATIONAL VOTERS‟ DAY (25.01.2018) 

The 8th national voters day was celebrated across the nation as per the letter 

received from DHE and by election commission of India the college NSS units 

organized National Voter's Day at the college premises. The aim of the celebration 

was to increase the enrollment of the voters specially of new comers. The theme for 

the year on National Voters Day was "Accessible Elections" to spread awareness 

regarding effective participation the electoral process in the electoral process. 

Dr.Kiranjit Kaur was invited as a Resource Person to enlighten the students   on the 

theme "Accessible Elections". Dr.Kiranjit Kaur were mentioned all Indians who are 

eligible to vote are given a chance to exercise to caste the vote in the electoral 

process. Further she explained the rights and responsibilities of the voters and 

explained the Indian Constitution  has granted the right to vote to all Indians and the 

age is 18 years in respect to caste, religion, social or economic status. The grant to all 

is universal with few exceptions then she explained the responsibility of the voters 

by saying they have a major role to play because the large amount of Indian 

population to youth and selection of  good govt. will lead to good governance where 

as poor Govt. will lead to the poor development of the Nation and corruption 

unemployment illiteracy, crime, poverty, violence etc. The NSS units organized quiz 

activity on "voting rights  and constitution" in which students participated actively 

and were awarded. 
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REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION 

January 25, 2018 

 

 NSS Units of Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector-36 B, Chandigarh 

celebrated the 67th Republic Day on 25thJanuary, 2018. The event began with 

unfurling the National Flag followed by the faculty and NSS volunteers of the 

college. The function started with the college prayer "mubarakhaijanamunka jo 

aayekamauro ko" and  patriotic song presented by students of the Music Department 

of the college. Poster making competition, slogan writing competition, poems, 

speeches, were presented by the volunteers. The function concluded with the pledge 

https://news.devsamaj.org/2018/01/
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taken by all faculty members. Dr. Kiranjeet Kaur, Associate Professor appreciated 

the volunteers for  participation and congratulated NSS Program Officers, Dr. Neeru 

Malik and Ms Rajbir Kaur for the successful organization of the functions. 

 
 

  

  

 

 

PULSE POLIO DRIVE 
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28th to 30th January, 2018 

 

 NSS units of Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector 36-B, Chandigarh to 

support the 3rd cycle of National Pulse Polio immunization campaign 2018  and 

deputed a team of NSS volunteers and programme officers for the fulfillment of the 

drive. The Three day Campaign activities were directed by Sh. Bikram Rana, NSS 

Programme Officer, PU and Dr. Navdeep Sharma, NSS Coordinator, PU. The 

volunteers covered different locations of Sector-36 and Kisan Bhawan Chowk under 

the supervision of Dr. Deepshikha Kanwar, Dental Officer, Civil Dispensary, Sector 

19, Chandigarh. On day one 28.01.2018 approximate 150 children in the age-group 0-

5 years were administrated with Polio drops. The volunteers performed their 

assigned duties with full dedication. Dr. (Mrs) Agnese Dhillon appreciated the 

contribution made by the volunteers in this Nationwide Campaign. Dr. Neeru Malik, 

NSS Program Officer took the initiative to motivate NSS volunteers to make this 

drive a success. Day two and day three volunteers on pulse polio campaign visited 

door to door campaign to make the mission a great success and making India polio 

free India. 

https://news.devsamaj.org/2018/01/
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WORKSHOP ON "PREPARATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHING 
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL AND TEACHING ETHICS". 

30.1.2018 

 
NSS Units and literacy club of the college organized an interactive-cum-workshop 

session on "Preparation And Development Of Teaching Instructional Material And 

Teaching Ethics" for the student volunteers of the college. Dev Samaj College Of 

Education Sector 36-B Chandigarh, Mrs.Charanjit Kaur welcomed the Resource 

Persons and Dr.Agnese Dhillon presented the bouquets.  

Mrs. ChnderUmmatt, a National Awardee and former principal Kenderya 

Vidyalaya, Chandigarh and Mrs. Maninderjit Kaur Kang, a seasoned professional, 

with an experience of 34 years in the field of education, were the resource persons 

for the day. The guests were welcomed by the team of teachers. The workshop began 

with the inspiring words of Mrs.ChanderUmatt on the moral ethics involved in the 

profession of teaching. It was followed by a talk cum interactive session by Mrs. 
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Maninderjit Kang on various methodologies of teaching. Mrs. ChanderUmmatt then 

conducted a workshop on activity based learning, thereby highlighting the usage 

and importance of teaching aids. The session was concluded by a vote of thanks by 

the team. The unique feature of the workshop was the volunteers: The prospective 

teachers were taught to develop the teaching instructional material from the waste 

material and empowered to make best quality utilization of the material. 
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WORKSHOP ON CAREER OPPORTUNITIES AND LANGUAGE 
DEVELOPMENT THROUGH IELTS 

(03.02.2018)  

 NSS Units of Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector-36 B, Chandigarh 

organized a workshop on Career Opportunities and Language Building at college 

campus. Dr. Ruchi Uppal from Rising IELTS Studio and Career Solutions, Sector-35 

C, Chandigarh was the Resource Person who guided students about the various 

career opportunities for teachers in foreign countries. She gave essential tips to crack 

IELTS with higher bands by developing LSRW Skills. A mock test to examine 

language and grammar skill was also conducted. All the students participated 

enthusiastically. Volunteers asked the queries and procedures to carry out the 

studies outside the country and what courses through distance education are of 

benefit and their fee structure and how they can provide future security were also 

inquired which were answered. 
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WORKSHOP BY IBS 

(10-02-2018) 

  Dev Samaj College Of Education Sector 36-B Chandigarh, organized a 

workshop under the NSS units by IBS coaching centre "The Preparation Of 

Competitive Exams" for the students of college. Mr. Rajeev, Director of IBS and his 

team were resource persons for the day. The guests were welcomed by the faculty 

members of the college. 

 The workshop began with the inspiring words of member of IBS team who 

enlightened the students about the role of teachers in building a good society. They 

also guided the students about Teacher Eligibility Test  and various state level tests 
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which would help them to get their dream jobs. This was followed by a talk cum 

interactive session between team and the students. The session was concluded by a 

vote of thanks by the Dr.Kiranjit Kaur, faculty member of  the college. The students 

also inquired what feature they should plan to get the eligibility exam (TET) cleared. 

The team gave some tips to the students and also informed about the success rate of 

IBS  till past. 

  

  

 

 

Pariksha Par Charcha: Live talk by Prime Minister Shri Narender Modi 

16thFebruary , 2018 

https://news.devsamaj.org/2018/02/
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As per the letter received from NSS State Liaison Officer UT Chandigarh by MHRD 

India to all the educational institutions to make arrangements for the Pariksha Par 

Charcha: Live talk by Prime Minister Shri Narender Modi. 

The NSS units of  Dev Samaj College of Education made arrangement and 

assembled all the students volunteers of the college to the hall and shown „Pariksha 

Par Charcha: Narendra Modi‟ through the live broadcast straight from Talkatora 

Stadium, Delhi. The Prime Minister Sh. Narendra Modi advised the students to keep 

their minds cool during examinations and beat the stress through yoga. He 

emphasized on the role of teachers and parents in helping their children to 

fightexamophobia. The talk was of great use to the students to make a balance 

between their personal and professional preparations and to handle the stress who 

are the future of the country. 
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Hon’ble Prime Minister Sh. Narendra Modi, 
addressing the nation in Man Ki Baat

 
 

“OLYMPISM: GLOBAL INNOVATION FORUM FOR HUMANITY 

AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT FROM ANCIENT OLYMPIA 

TO INDIA,TOKYO 2020 AND BEYOND” (BRIDGES BETWEEN 

EDUCATION, CULTURE, SPORTS AND SOCIETY) 

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 16.02.18-17.02.18 

Ministry of Youth Welfare and sports of India encourage the balance between the 

academics and curricular activities for the overall personality development of the 

individual and the experiences through exposures  students get by participating in 

the above activities develop life skills and lead to better sustainability. 

By its nature, arts and sports encourage participation an bring people together. It 

contributes to the health and well being of children and youth; is enjoyable and 

transmits values such as fairness, tolerance, respect and discipline. When utilized in 

a pedagogically correct manner, arts and sports enhance self-esteem and self-

confidence and promotes responsible behavior. They acquire life skills that help 

them deal with challenging situations and improve their long term prospects. As one 

of the most developed aspects of civil society, sports is an engaging and effective 

tool for social mobilization and important vehicle for participation: brings people 

and communities together, bridging national, ethnic, social and religious divides As 

a tool in the development of cooperation, sport can serve as an impetus for social 

transformation and change on both the individual and the social level. 
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Promoting cultural understanding, education has always been part of the core 

mission of the Olympic Movement The Olympic Games are not just another sporting 

event, they are a global forum for cultural interaction that educates and inspired 

competitors as well as spectators. The games show us the world as it could be, using 

the universal language of sport to break down the barriers that divide us  and to 

teach us about one another. 

The International Conference on 'Olympsim for Humanity and Sustainable India, 

ancient Olympia, Tokyo 2020 & Beyond' (Bridges between Education, Culture, 

Sports and society) will make a major contribution to that cause. The conference will 

bring together voices and minds from various disciplines sports. Education, Art, 

Peace and Culture, which will facilitate administrators and policy makers to discuss 

the ways how sports can act as a constructive vehicle in education and cultural 

importance of collaboration that will allow the sharing of best practices among many 

organizations throughout the world that are already working to educate children 

through sports.  Its is the collective understanding that will lead governments and 

other funding organizations to recognize that investment in education and young 

people, is an investment in national and community development. Its defining 

feature will be the active engagement of young people in all parts of the dialogue. 

There is a natural affinity between youth and sports, which can be used to open 

dialogue and to foster inter-cultural understanding as well as socio-economic 

development. Recent events have reminded us of the utmost importance of listening 

to and engaging with young people, which is a natural platform for assisting young 

people to develop life skills and participate in the community projects. 
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Day-1 

February 16, 2018 

 The inaugural ceremony of International Conference based on the theme of  

was  held at Dev Samaj College Of Education Sector 36, Chandigarh on 16.02.2018. 

Triple Olympians S.Balbir Singh Sr(Padma Shri),Sh. Bajrang Lal Thakkar( Padma 

Shri) and Prem Chand Dogra(Padma Shri) inaugurated the ceremony. Dr.(Mrs.) 

Agnese Dhillon, Principal, Dev Samaj College Of Education addressed and 

welcomed the guests with bouquets and mementos. Sh. Nirmal Singh Ji Dhillon, 

Secretary, Dev Samaj Council and Chairman, Dev Samaj College Of Education gave 

a welcome speech by highlighting the rich age old traditions of Dev Samaj 

Institutions. Dr. Alexis Lyras, Founder and President Olympism for Humanity 

Alliance, Inc was the first keynote speaker who currently holds a Faculty position at 

the Tsukuba International Academy for Sports Studies(TIAS), the academic arm 

of Sport for Tomorrow, a Tokyo 2020 Games Project told about the O4H U (SAIL 

and GIFT) Project  led by O4H Alliance. Its purpose is to preserve the Olympian 

Heritage and Civilization by making the Olympic idea an accessible, relevant and 

useful educational tool to help resolve current social challenges (Olympism in 

Action). The second keynote speaker was Dr. AlbanidesEvaggelos, Democritus, 

University Of Thrace, Greece who spoke on the topic : Foundations and History of 

Ancient Olympic & Crown Games Viretues, Context of the Ancient Hellenic 

Civilization. Dr.(Mrs.) Agnese Dhillon announced to sign an MOU with the 

foundation of Olympism for Humanity Alliance governed by International Olympic 

Academy to open a Research Centre „CORE'( Centre of Olympics Research and 

Education) in the college campus. 

The other guests who graced the event were- Sh. Davesh Moudgil, Mayor, 

Municipal Council, Chandigarh Administration, Chandigarh, Dr. Parvinder Singh, 

Dean, College Development Council, P.U., Chandigarh, Dr. Parminder Singh, 

Directorate Sports, Panjab University, Chandigarh, Dr. Rakesh Malik, Deputy 

Director Physical Education and Sports, Panjab University, Chandigarh,Dr. Navdeep 

Sharma, NSS Coordinator, Panjab University, Chandigarh., Dr. Randeep Rakhwal, 

https://news.devsamaj.org/2018/02/
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TIAS, University of Tsukuba, Japan, Dr. Guido Geisler – TIAS, University of 

Tsukuba, Japan, Mr. Aman Shah, TIAS, University of Tsukuba, Japan, Prof. Gurmeet 

Singh, Deptt. of Physical Education, P.U., Chd, Prof. Dalip Kumar, ASPD, RUSA, UT 

Admn., Sh. Rabinder Nath Sharma, Fellow, P.U., Chd, Dr. InduRihani, Principal, 

RBCE, Sahauran, Dr. Surinder S. Dahiya, Director, SCERT, Sec 32, Chandigarh, Dr. 

PankjaVashisht, Officiating Principal, Dev Samaj College for women, Sec 45, 

Chandigarh, Dr. Vani Ratnam, Officer In charge, GRIID, Sec 31, Chandigarh., Dr. 

Ashish Devgan, PGIMER, Rohtak., Dr. Bhagat Singh Rathi, MDU, Rohtak., Dr. 

Birender Singh Hooda, DUCRST, Sonipat., Ms. Heera Negi, Counsellor, MC, 

Chandigarh.  
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Various dignitaries conducted workshops catering to different spheres of life  

in the afternoon session. The workshops were organized for Education, Sports, 

Peace, Music, Culture and Fine Arts  : 
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WORKSHOP ON PEACE PROMOTION Resource Person – Sh. Pramod Sharma, 

Co-coordinator, YuvSatta 

 

 

Panel of Coordinators for Workshop on 

Education, Peace, Music, Fine Arts and Sports 
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WORKSHOP ON CULTURAL INTEGRATION THROUGH MUSIC 

Resource Person - Prof. Pankaj Malla, Department of Music, PU, Chandigarh. 

 

 

 

WORKSHOP ON SPORTS FOR GLOBAL HARMONY 

 

Resource Person - Prof. Gurmeet Singh, Chairperson, Department of Physical 

Education, PU, Chandigarh 
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WORKSHOP ON BLENDING EDUCATION AND OLYMPISM 

Resource Person - Dr.(Mrs.) Jasvir Chahal, An eminent Educationist. 
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WORKSHOP ON ART FOR PEACE 

 

Resource Person - Mr. Sikender Singh, Profound Artist 

 

 

DAY II (17.02.2018) 

 

 The 2nd day of International Conference „Olympism: Global Innovation Forum 

for Humanity and Sustainable Development from Ancient Olympia to India, Tokyo 

2020 & Beyond‟ commenced with a floral welcome of the distinguished guests by 

Dr.(Mrs.) Agnese Dhillon, Principal. This was followed by a lecture of Dr. Randeep 

Rakhwal, University of TIAS, Japan on the topic „Olympism for Humanity 
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Restoration‟ in which he spoke about the global academic initiative of Humanitarian 

Changemakers with expertise in applying  Olympism to address local and global 

social challenges. He emphasized on the importance of Olympism in building a 

peaceful and better world to motivate & inspire the youth. 

 Later Dr.GuidoGeilser and Dr. Aman Shah spoke on „Coaching 

Expertise;Ways of Collaboration‟ and „Sports for Tomorrow and 2020 Legacy 

Experiences,Lessons Learned & Steps Forward‟, respectively. They discussed of not 

only development of bodily strength but generally healthier individuals with 

happier attitude and a more peaceful vision of the world through blending sports 

with culture and education. Sh. Rakesh Kumar Popli, Director, Higher Education, 

Chandigarh Administration was the Chief Guest and Professor Dalip Kumar Singh, 

ASPD, RUSA was the Guest of Honour for the event. An MoU on „Olympism for 

Humanity and Sustainable Development Collaboration‟ was also signed between 

Dev Samaj College of Education, Sec-36 B, Chandigarh and Olympism for Humanity 

Alliance, Inc. USA . 

 Papers on various given themes were presented by the students ,teachers and 

research scholars through paper, posters and Skype. Then, the implications of the 

conference and future actions for 2020 & beyond were articulated. The session ended 

at a good note. Dr.(Mrs.) Agnese Dhillon, Principal,  addressed the gathering and 

thanked everyone for making the conference a great success.  

Memorandum of Understanding between Dev Samaj and TIAS, Japan 

The main feature of the conference came as signing of MOU between Dev Samaj and 

TIAS Japan under which any student or volunteer interested to peruse master in 

peace education, olympism for humanity, research  or want to persue their Ph.D 

research work from TIAS Japan on the above areas can visit the sight and if fulfills 

the rules and regulations and eligibility criteria can peruse the course work. Their 

courses are going to be sponsored by TIAS and they will be provided with the 

scholarship as well.  
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HOLI CELEBRATION 
 
02-03-2017 
The festival of colors spread happiness, togetherness, brotherhood ness among the 

masses irrespective of caste, creed, region and religion. The NSS units provide a 

platform to spread the color of happiness by celebrating holi in the college campus 

with their teachers and fellow students. The students enjoyed the festival and put 

colors on the teachers and among themselves. 
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CAMPUS PLACEMENT DRIVE 

(06.03.2018) 

 The placement cell with support of NSS Units  of the college organized 

“Campus Placement Drive” for the present and passed out students of B.Ed and 

M.Ed. Dr.(Mrs.) Agnese Dhillon, Principal of the college welcomed all the principals 

and coordinators of various prestigious schools for taking this initiative. Various 

schools of tricity participated in the drive were Ankur Sr. Sec School, P.U., sector 14, 

Chandigarh, D.C. Model Sr. Sec School, Panchkula, I.S. Dev Samaj Sr. Sec. School, 

Sector 21, Chandigarh, St. Soldier International Convent School, Mohali, Sherwood 

Convent School, Phase IV, SAS Nagar, Mohali, Brilliance World School, Panchkula, 

Sant Isher Singh Public School, Mohali, D.A.V Sector 15, Chandigarh, St. Soldier 

International Convent School, Chandigarh. The participants went through rigorous 

recruitment interviews and presentations. Many of them have been selected for the 
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final round of interview in the respective Schools. The placement drive witnessed a 

good number of applicant seeking job. The representative of schools interviewed the 

candidates aesthetically. The NSS volunteers made the arrangements for sitting, 

beautification, press, discipline for the same. Good coordination between the  NSS 

units and placement cell of the college lead to the successful organization of the 

event. Dr.Anuradha Agnihotri and Mrs.Madhavi Goyal thanked the NSS units for 

their cooperation. 
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CELEBRATION OF INTERNATIONAL WOMEN‟S DAY 

(08 March 2018) 

 Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector 36-B, Chandigarh celebrated 

International women‟s Day by organizing a seminar on Women Empowerment.  The 

Chief Guest of the occasion was His Excellency Prof. Kaptan Singh Solanki, Hon‟ble 

Governor, Haryana. Principal Dr (Mrs.) Agnese Dhillon gave a floral welcome to the 

chief guest and other dignitaries. The program started with lightening of lamp and 

the college prayer by the Deptt. of Music. The key note speaker Mr. Ajay Jagga, Sr. 

Advocate expressed his views on LEGAL AWARENESS: A TOOL FOR WOMEN 

EMPOWERMENT. The Chief Guest Prof. Kaptan Singh Solanki, Hon‟ble Governor, 

Haryana presented the Award of Honour to Young Women Achievers and 

addressed the gathering on this special day for women. Vote of thanks was given by 

Shri Nirmal Singh Dhillon, Secretary, Dev Samaj. The Program concluded with 

National Anthem. 
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NATIONAL PULSE POLIO IMMUNIZATION: 8.3.2018,( 3rd Cycle), 
ORIENTATION PROGRAMME 

  The Orientation programme for the third cycle of the National Pulse 

Polio Immunization 2018 organized by NSS Units of Dev Samaj College of Education 

under the supervision of Dr.Neeru Malik.  

 

The Orientation programme was aimed to prepare the NSS volunteers, teachers of 

the schools and NSS programme officers for the 3 days “National Pulse Polio 

Immunization 2018”. The Orientation programme was  conducted by Dr. Sonia, 

Medical Officer, Civil Dispensary, Sector-35, Chandigarh and Mr. Ram Ahor, 

 MPHW, Civil Dispensary, Sector-35, Chandigarh. The orientation was held for NSS 

Volunteers of Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector-36, NSS Programme Officers, 
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MCM DAV Sector-36 volunteers and teachers of GNPS-36 & GMHS Sector-36, 

Chandigarh. Orientation plus polio drive held on 28th Jan to 30th Jan 2018. the 

orientation programme includes the reporting time, collection of boxes how to 

unseal the polio drop bottle how to preserve. She focused on one should looking 

after the square and circle on the rap shit and if the color changes do not use the 

drop. It need to be changed. How many children can be given drops from one bottle 

why to cap after every administration. Further she told that maintaining record is 

very good and that has to be appropriate manner for the data presentation and 

actual no. of administration. The volunteers will be visiting for door to door 

campaign for the second and third day of the third cycle of NPPD-2018.  
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NATIONAL PULSE POLIO IMMUNIZATION 3rd Cycle 

(11th – 13th  March 2018) 

 NSS units of Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector 36-B, Chandigarh 

deputed a team of NSS volunteers and Programme Officers, teacher incharge for the 

National  Pulse Polio Immunization 3rd Cycle held from 11th – 13th  March 2018. The 

volunteers covered different locations of Sector 36 i.e. Dev Samaj College of 

Education, Guru Nanak School and Verka Booth. Approximately 100 children in the 

age-group 0-5 years were given Polio drops. The volunteers performed their 

assigned duties with full dedication. Dr. (Mrs) Agnese Dhillon appreciated the 

contribution made by the volunteers in this Nationwide Campaign. Dr. Neeru Malik 

and Ms. Rajbir Kaur, NSS Program Officer took the initiative to motivate NSS 

volunteers to make this drive a success. 
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WOMEN EMPOWERMENT DRIVE 

(29th March) 

 About 94 NSS volunteers of  Dev Samaj college of  Education, sec 36 

B, Chandigarh participated in the 2nd edition of 'W.H. Drive-2018' on 29th March, A 

Car and Activa rally/drive for all the females organized by Star Glitzz 

International Group,  a social Enterprise for saving Girl Child and Women 

Empoverment – CHD in association with GBP Group. The drive was organized to 

mark the 'International Women's Day'. Flagging off Miss World Punjaban venue 

was Chandigarh Club. TheStar Glitzz International Group awarded the awards to 

the women for their excellence work to promote empowerment among women in 
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the society. The group honored Dr.Agnese Dhillon, Principal Dev Samaj College 

of Education for her contribution for the women empowerment 
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"The Bonus Stars :Unique Features" 

 

SCHOOL ON THE MOVE 

  On 11th November 2009, to mark the National Education Day on the Birth 

Anniversary of an eminent educationist Maulana Abul Kalaam Azad, a novel and 

experimental scheme of taking school to the underprivileged sections of the society 

“School on the Move” was introduced by NSS units of the college Motivated by 

Azad‟s selfless working attitude, Principal of the college took this grand initiative in 

the Union Territory of Chandigarh by opening a mobile school named “School On 

The Move” first of its kind, which is built in a bus that is equipped fully just like a 

classroom with attractive and colourful teaching aids and a blackboard. School on 

the Move was inaugurated by Sh. Prem Singh, Sarpanch, of the village Buterla. In his 

address to the gathering, he appreciated the novel idea of the college that would 

benefit the underprivileged sections of the society. Referring to Mobile school as rare 

and lifetime opportunity, he requested the villagers to avail the opportunity. The 

residents of Buterla village who took keen interest in enrolling themselves were 

provided with free books, note books and stationery. The enrolled members 

comprised of different age groups. The purpose of the Mobile School is not just to 

teach the underprivileged children basic reading and writing skills, but also to help 

them learn that they deserved a better life. They would be given time to develop self-

esteem and slowly prepare themselves to lead a better and improved life. 

Enthusiastic gathering of more than hundred residents of Buterla village appreciated 

and thanked the efforts taken by the college and for selecting Buterla as a first village 

for the purpose.  

Objective of the Practice  

To serve the needs of underprivileged children in rural areas  

Need Addressed and the Context.  
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Dev Samaj College of Education is located in the heart of Union Territory of 

Chandigarh, surrounded by a number of small villages. It may not always be 

possible to bring children to the school, so, a novel and experimental scheme of 

taking the school to the children has been introduced by the college in Buterla 

village. It is to take education to doorstep to children who either can‟t go to school or 

have dropped out because of various reasons.  It also serves the needs elderly people 

especially women.  It is a mobile school built into a bus that is equipped fully as a 

classroom with attractive and colourful teaching aids and a blackboard. The goal 

isn't just to teach them basic reading and writing skills, but also to help them learn 

that they deserve a better life. They're given time to develop self-esteem and slowly 

prepare themselves for life off the streets, or if that isn't possible, at least make their 

life on the streets more humane. 

The Practice 

The first school of its kind in the region, the “School on the Move”, goes to a village 

named Buterla in the vicinity of Chandigarh, the first village to start with. After 

completing three years in village Buterla now the „School on the Move‟ goes to 

village DaduMajra as it is the adopted villge of the college under NSS.  The student 

teachers of the college go to teach the underprivileged children as well as women of 

the village. They are provided with free books, transcription note books and 

stationery for practice. They are taught not only the three r‟s but also other life skills 

like Henna applying, paper bag making, candle making, rangoli etc. that help them 

in earning an extra income for the family. More than 50 students come daily and 

they are being taught according to their requirements as some are interested in 

learning how to write their names so that they could do their signatures instead of 

thumb impression others are interested in helping their children in their homework   

so they are more keen in reading English text books especially their wards class 

texts. The group also includes children those who are already going to school but 

need extra help. The overwhelming response of the villagers motivates the college to 

adopt more villages for the purpose and to open more mobile schools in the area. 

Awareness and sensitization programmes on Aids, leprosy, environment, energy 

conservation, safe blood donation, immunisation and vaccination etc. are also 

included through theme based movies, lectures by experts and by distributing 

informative brochures.  

List of NSS Volunteers  from Feb 2018 to May 2018 

Sr. 
No 

Roll 
No. 

Name T-1 T-2  
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Deepti Aggarwal (26-02-2018 to 03-03-2018)  

1.  1 Sharika Nandra Science Maths  

2.  4 Harpreet Kaur Comp.Sci Maths  

3.  28 Sonam Rajal Economics English  

4.  42 Amanpreet Kaur Commerce Economics  

5.  8 Bijaya Soren S.St Hindi  

6.  19 Tanvi Priya Commerce Economics  

7.  11 K.K. Reyini Science English  

8.  41 Divjot Kaur Home SCi English  

  Puneet Kooner (05-03-2018 to 10-03-2018) 

9.  17 Arshpreet Kaur Science English  

10.  66 Pratima Kumari Science English  

11.  24 Inderdeep Kaur Science Maths  

12.  30 Deeksha Science Maths  

13.  58 Heena F.Arts Hindi  

14.  67 Sonika Khati S.St English  

15.  45 Tenzin Choney S.St English  

16.  31 Annie Mahindru S.St English  

 

 

Harpreet Kaur (12-03-2018 to 17-03-2018) 

17.  97 MadhuBala Commerce Economics  
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18.  26 Rishita Katyal S.St English  

19.  27 Neha Alhuwalia Comp.Sci Maths  

20.  34 Preeti Music Hindi  

21.  20 Kulmeet S.St English  

22.  2 Veenu Commerce Economics  

23.  6 Nitika Comp.Sci Maths  

24.  43 Anshu Economics English  

Shivani Sharma (19-03-2018 to 24-03-2018) 

25.  33 Nikita Khandelwal Phy-Edu English  

26.  14 Jyoti Commerce Economics  

27.  53 Anahat Sidhu Home Sci English  

28.  54 Arpana Bhagat S.St English  

29.  57 DeepshikhaBatish Commerce Economics  

30.  47 Sonika Maths Hindi  

31.  48 Aakansha Tomer Commerce Economics  

32.  46 Savreet Kaur S.St English  

  

Ritu Mago (26-03-2018 to 31-03-2018) 

33.  35 Neha Singh F.Arts Pbi  

34.  65 Monika Rani S.St English  

35.  92 Tarannum Rana SSt English  

36.  72 Richa F.Arts Pbi  
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37.  73 Manisha Meena S.St English  

38.  86 Aman Preet Kaur Phy-Edu English  

39.  68 Suman Rani Science English  

40.  61 Aiman Haider S.St English  

Indu Kapil (02-04-2018 to 07-04-2018) 

41.  79 Kritika Birara Commerce Economics  

42.  80 Sakshi Economics English  

43.  83 Nisha Kalsi Maths Science  

44.  75 Vaishali Sehgal Maths Science  

45.  78 Abhilipsa Dash Science  English  

46.  81 Surbhi Commm Economics  

47.  95 Manisha Singh Science Maths  

48.  88 Mamta Kumari SSt Hindi  

 

Deepti Aggarwal  (09-04-2018 to 14-04-2018) 

49.  89 Tanvi Singh SSt English  

50.  91 Babita Rani Maths Hindi  

51.  63 Harpriya Kaur Science English  

52.  112 Monika Tomar Economics English  

53.  85 Him Preet Kaur Science  English  

54.  32 Shubleenjot Kaur Commerce Economics  
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55.  84 PreetiCaubey Commerce English  

56.  87 Leela Devi SSt Hindi  

Puneet Koonar (16-04-2018 to 21-04-2018) 

57.  105 Anita Devi Phy-Edu Pbi  

58.  106 Aditi Sharma Maths Science  

59.  107 Bindu Kumari 
Singh  

Science English  

60.  108 Jyoti Alawadhi Science English  

61.  109 Pooja Science English  

62.  110 Ravneet Kaur  Science English  

63.  100 Pooja Kumari SSt Hindi  

64.  102 Rani SSt Hindi  

 

Harpreet Kaur (23-04-2018 to 28-04-2018) 

65.  114 Neha  Phy-Edu English  

66.  115 Gurinder Kaur  Maths Science  

67.  94 Shivani Badgujar Commerce Economics  

68.  117 Nisha Malik Comm Economics  

69.  118 Taranjit Kaur Comm Economics  

70.  111 RammiKuamri S.St Hindi   

71.  93 S.Durga SSt English  
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Shivani Sharma (30-04-2018 to 05-05-2018)  (CTET- 74 onwards) 

    72 5 Shalu Economics English  

    73 10 Shilpa Singh Maths Science  

74 12 Divya Srivastava Comp.Sci English  

75 16 Gagandeep Kaur Maths Science  

76 22 Anu Kumari Economics English  

77 119 Sapna Verma S.S.t  English  

78 120 Prabhleen Kaur S.St. English  

 

Ritu Mago (07-05-2018 to 12-05-2018) (CTET) 

79 29 Jaya Sood Home Sci English  

80 50 Kavita Anand Comp.Sci Maths  

81 59 Babita Singla Comp.Sci Maths  

82 60 Simran Kaur Music Pbi  

83 40 Anu  Maths Science  

84 76 Chanchal Vashist SSt English  

85 77 Savita Maths Science  

Indu Kapil (14-05-2018 to 19-05-2018)(CTET) 

86 90 Amandeep Kaur Music Hindi  

87 99 Guminderjeet  
Kaur 

science English  

88 101 Shivali Saxena SSt English  

89 104 Mamta Kumari SSt Hindi  
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90 113 Sangeeta Home Sci English  

91 116 Anjali S.St English  

92 121 RenuDalal Science Math   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HERBAL GARDEN AT COLLEGE CAMPUS 
 

The environment club of the college in collaboration with NSS units of the college set 

up the Herbal Garden  in the college campus with the objectives. 
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• To popularize the usefulness  of commonly available and frequently used herbal 

plants and to conserve the associated traditional knowledge for future generalions . 

• To inculcate a sense of familiarity with surrounding biodiversity especially herbal 

plants. 

• To encourage students to use herbs in food. 

Dr.Seema Sareen, (Recipient of Best NSS Programme Officer Award) incharge 

environment empowered the volunteers about the usefulness of Herbal plants and 

how the curative measures can be taken by using these plants. 

The environment club with the support of NSS units of the college regularly take 

care for the maintenance of the herbal garden and its surrounding. The herbal 

garden is equipped with the following plants in its periphery. The details is as 

under:- 

 
 
Name of 

Tree 

Scientific Name Health Benefits 

Lychee Litchi Chinensis  Contains high amount of 
antioxidants, vitamin B-
Complex, Magnesium, Copper, 
Iron. 

 Prevents early ageing. 

 Reduces risk of strokes.  

 Protects from Asthma.   
Name of 

Tree 

Scientific Name Health Benefits 

Bael  Aegle Marmelos  The fruit cures diarrhea, 
cholera, haemorrhoids.  

 Treats anaemia, ear and eye 
disorders. 

 Fights gastric ulcers and treats 
various infections in body  

Name of 

Tree 

Scientific Name Health Benefits 

Chandni TabernaemontanaDivaricata  Juice of flowers cures eye 
disease. 

 Its bark relieves inflammatory 
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and acute pain, skin disease, 
itching and arthritis. 

Name of 

Tree 

Scientific Name Health Benefits 

HaarShingar NyctanthesArbortristis  Treats remittent fevers, diabetes 
and high blood pressure. 

 Relieves cough. 

 Destroys intestinal worms. 

 Flowers aid digestion. 

 Effective cure for greying of 
hair, dandruff and baldness.  

 

Name of 

Tree 

Scientific Name Health Benefits 

Aamla Phyllanthus Emblica  Helps in improving digestive system. 

 Rejuvenates the body and cures 
constipation. 

 Helps in blood purification. 

 Reduces cough and asthmatic problems 

 Improves eyesight. 

 Prevents skin infections  
Name of 

Tree 

Scientific Name Health Benefits 

Bottle 

Palm 

HyophorbeLagenicaulis  Leaves, stem and bark are used to treat 
dandruff and skin inflammation. 

 Used in making cosmetic oil and jelly. 

 Treats anaemia and chronic fatigue. 

 Fights depression and skin disorders. 
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Wall Of Kindness  

(From 21.09.2016) 

 To celebrate UN Peace Day, the NSS Units of Dev Samaj College of Education 

in collaboration with YUV SATTA- an NGO   initiated an innovative project to 

bridge the divides between „Have & Have-nots ‟ segment of society and to promote 

human bonds and friendship in peace city Chandigarh. Shri Nirmal Singh Dhillon, 

Secretary Dev Samaj Society and Chairman, Dev Samaj College of Education, 

Dr.(Mrs) Agnese Dhillon, Principal of the college and Shri Pramod Sharma, 

Coordinator YUV SATTA Dr.PankjaVashisht, Principal Dev Samaj College for 

Women, Sector 45, Chandigarh inaugurated the Wall Of Kindness, symbol of charity 

and concern for the needy. Teachers and students donate  clothes and other 

materials to the poor people to meet the cause of this project. This wall will remain 

open for the needy to take things whenever required. The management 

congratulated the initiative of peace club, yuvsatta and NSS units of the college to 

become the first college in the city with this noble imitative. 
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Wall Of Kindness 

 

 

CHILDREN‟S LIBRARY/ KIDS ZONE 

 The newly renovated Children‟s Library adjoining the main library of the 

college is a vibrant space for our young visitors. The Children‟s Library is open to all 

community children, mainly for the children of teaching and non teaching staff and 

underprivileged sections of the society. Everyone is welcome to browse the 

collection or look for a book. It is a good storehouse of children books, educational 

games and some activity books.  

The children‟s room has a large & diverse collection, including: 

• Books 

• Audio books 

• Music CDs 

• DVDs 

 

 Every Saturday, Story Telling session is being conducted in the children 

section, where a good number of children come and attend the session. They look  

forward to attend the session. 
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HONESTY CORNER 

HONESTY CORNER established on  4th March 2017. 

The Honesty Corner was inaugurated in the campus to sole aim of education is to 

enable the students to make this world a better place to live in. It is the endeavor of 

the Integrity/ Honesty Corner to ignite the spark of integrity and let its fragrance 

spread in the whole world, as integrity is the basis of social harmony and action and 

it fills the objectives: To stand up for what you believe is right, Live by your highest 

values and Being honest with others and yourself. 

This corner is a collection of utility items of daily use that students take on their own 

and leave the money in the cash box. Students also leave their belongings of odd 

sizes and weight ‟ in this corner by writing their name on it. All lost and found 

things are also kept in the „lost property box‟ where the students get their lost things 

easily. The honesty corner has display of items available and the rate list. The 

students take the material of their need and they make their honest payment into the 

box kept with written as "The Honest Payment Box". The incharge for the honesty 

corner Dr.Seema Sareen, Ms.Manjit Kaur and Dr.Neeru Malik purchase and fillup 

the material to the honesty corner. Check, recheck method has been maintained by 

the NSS volunteers collectively to check the material required and payment collected 

at the honest corner time to time to the honest corner incharge.  
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Objectives 

 To stand up for what you believe is right 

 Live by your highest values 

 Being honest with others and yourself 

This corner is a collection of utility items of daily use that students take on their own 

and leave the money in the cash box. Students also leave their belongings of odd 

sizes and weight ‟ in this corner by writing their name on it. All lost and found 

things are also kept in the „lost property box‟ where the students get their lost things 

easily.  

 

 

 

 

HONESTY CORNER 
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The e-Waste Bin  

established in april,2017 

The NSS units of the college in collaboration with environment club of the college 

established e-Waste Bin in the college campus. The e-waste bin were provided by the 

Department of Environment, U.T. Administration Chandigarh to the Govt. Schools 

of Chandigarh free of cost. It was a good initiate  to sensitize the youth volunteers to 

dispose the e-waste in the e-waste bin so that it can further be given to the Deptt. of 

Envrionment for its disposal. Dr. Neeru Malik and Dr.Seema Sareen requested the 

Director, Deptt. of Environment, UT Chandigarh to issue e-waste bin to the college. 

since then the e-waste has been put into the e-waste bin by the students.    
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Community Lunch 

The college time to time hold to "LETS ENJOY THE FOOD TOGETHER" to promote 

unity and integration among the staff members of the college (Teaching & 

Administrative). The NSS units takes the initiate to organize the community lunch. 

The principal Dr.Agnese Dhillon ever joined the staff for this event. the teacher and 

administrative staff enjoy having food together and even they share the movements 

of happiness and togetherness during the community lunch. it is a healthy practice 

and when the student observe they too learn the importance of organizing 

community lunch at the work place which is considered to bear second family for 

the working people. 
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NSS PROJECT of HAMARI KAKSHA 

The NSS Units of the college is committed to serve the society for its better 

tomorrow. Children are the crucial part of the society and this population needs 

attention in the base creation period of their life in initial years. To serve Education 

to the underprivileged children of the slum areas and to the  needy children at 

centres of HamariKaksha, an  NGO, our college NSS  volunteers teach the students 

at three centers . they are  HamariKaksha center at - sector 7, Sector 29 and 

Manimajra. They also organize various activity program for the harmonious 

development of the children.  

The NSS  Units have divided the volunteers into the groups under the teacher in 

charge on rotation for one week and made arrangements in collaboration with 

HamariKakshaincharge Mrs. Anuradha and SAI Temple Trust. 

  With this procedure Under this noble project the volunteers are  providing 

their valuable services in HamariKaksha, that is functioning for the growth and 

balance of the society .The group-wise list of NSS volunteers who have volunteered 

to serve in these projects along with the schedule for one week is given below: 
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List of NSS Volunteers for „HAMARI KAKSHA‟ 

 

Venue: Govt. Nursery School, Sector 7-A, Chandigarh 

Teacher In-charge: Mrs. Harpreet Kaur 

GROUP 1 

DATES: From, Monday 19 March 2018 to Saturday, 24th March 2018 

S.No. Roll No. Name  

1.  121 RenuDalal  

2.  118 Taranjit Kaur  

3.  115 Gurinder Kaur   

4.  106 Aditi Sharma  

5.  95 Manisha Singh  

GROUP 2 

DATES: From, Monday 26th  March 2018 to Saturday, 31st  March 2018 

6.  86 Aman Preet Kaur  
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7.  85 Him Preet Kaur  

8.  81 Surbhi  

9.  80 Sakshi  

10.  79 Kritika Birara  

GROUP 3 

DATES: From, Monday 2nd April 2018 to 7th April 2018 

11.  72 Richa  

12.  67 Sonika Khati  

13.  63 Harpriya Kaur  

14.  61 Aiman Haider  

15.  58 Heena  

GROUP 4 

DATES: From, Monday 9th  April 2018 to 14th April 2018 

16.  57 DeepshikhaBatish  

17.  45 Tenzin Choney  

18.  35 Neha Singh  

19.  33 Nikita Khandelwal  

20.  31 Annie Mahindru  

\ 

 

 

Venue: Govt. Nursery School, Sector 7-A, Chandigarh 

Teacher In-charge: Mrs. Harpreet Kaur 

 

GROUP 5 
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DATES: From, Monday 16th  April 2018 to 21st  April 2018 

21.  30 Deeksha  

22.  27 Neha Alhuwalia  

23.  26 Rishita Katyal  

24.  17 Arshpreet Kaur  

25.  11 K.K. Reyini  

GROUP 6 (CTET SR. NO. 27-30) 

DATES: From, Monday 23rd April 2018 to 28th April 2018 

26.  6 Nitika  

27.  116 Anjali  

28.  99 Guminderjeet  Kaur  

29.  66 Pratima Kumari  

30.  59 Babita Singla  

GROUP 7 (CTET SR. NO. 31-35) 

DATES: From, Monday 30th  April 2018 to 5th May 2018 

31.  50 Kavita Anano  

32.  41 Divjot Kaur  

33.  12 Divaya Srivastava  

34.  8 Bijaya Soren  

35.  1 Sharika Nandra  

 

Venue:Sirdi Sai Temple (Basement), Sector 29, Chandigarh 

Teacher In-charge: Ritu Mago 

 

 

GROUP 1 
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DATES: From, Monday 19 March 2018 to Saturday, 24th March 2018 

S.No. Roll No. Name  

1.  120 Prabhleen Kaur  

2.  114 Neha 

 3.  111 RammiKuamri 

 4.  108 Jyoti Alawadhi 

 5.  105 Anita Devi 

 GROUP 2 

DATES: From, Monday 26th  March 2018 to Saturday, 31st  March 2018 

6.  102 Rani 

 7.  100 Pooja Kumar 

 8.  97 Madhu Bala 

 9.  94 Shivani Badgujar 

 10.  93 S. Durga 

 GROUP 3 

DATES: From, Monday 2nd April 2018 to 7th April 2018 

11.  88 Mamta Kumari 

 12.  87 Leela Devi  

13.  75 Vaishali Sehgal  

14.  73 Manisha Meena  

15.  66 Pratima Kumari  

GROUP 4 

DATES: From, Monday 9th  April 2018 to 14th April 2018 

16.  59 Babita Singla  
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17.  54 Arpana Bhagat  

18.  53 Anahat Sidhu  

19.  50 Kavita Anand  

20.  47 Sonika  

 

Venue:Govt. Middle School, Sector 4, Mansa Devi Complex, Panchkula 

 

Teacher In-charge: Mrs. Deepti Aggarwal 

 

GROUP 1 

DATES: From, Monday 19 March 2018 to Saturday, 24th March 2018 

S.No. Roll No. Name Phone No. 

1.  119 Sapna Verma 

 2.  117 Nisha Malik 

 3.  112 Monika Tomar 

 4.  110 Ravneet Kaur  

 5.  109 Pooja 

 GROUP 2 

DATES: From, Monday 26th  March 2018 to Saturday, 31st  March 2018 

6.  107 Bindu Kumari 

Singh  

 7.  92 Tarannum Rana  

8.  91 Babita Rani 

 9.  89 Tanvi Singh  

GROUP 3 
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DATES: From, Monday 2nd April 2018 to 7th April 2018 

10.  84 PreetiCaubey  

11.  83 Nisha Kalsi 

 12.  78 Abhilipsa Dash  

13.   68  Suman Rani  

GROUP 4 

DATES: From, Monday 9th  April 2018 to 14th April 2018 

14.  65 Monika Rani  

15.  48 Aakansha Tomer  

16.  34 Preeti  

17.  32 Shubleenjot Kaur  

 

DEV SAMAJ COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, SECTOR 36-B, CHANDIGARH 

List of NSS Volunteers for „HAMARI KAKSHA‟ 

 

Venue:Govt. Middle School, Sector 4, Mansa Devi Complex, Panchkula 

Centre Co-ordinator: Ms. Jyoti Sharma, 9815166555, 

Teacher In-charge: Mrs. Deepti Aggarwal , Mobile : 9888966559 

 

GROUP 5 (CTET SR. NO. 21) 

DATES: From, Monday 16th  April 2018 to 21st  April 2018 

18.  20 Kulmeet  

19.  19 Tanvi Priya  

20.  16 Gagandeep Kaur  

21.  77 Savita  
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GROUP 6 (CTET SR. NO. 24 TO 25) 

DATES: From, Monday 23rd April 2018 to 28th April 2018 

22.  76 Chanchal Vashist  

23.  14 Jyoti  

24.  5 Shalu  

25.  4 Harpreet Kaur  
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